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Editor’s Preface
The essays gathered in the five volumes of Nehad Selaiha: Selected
Essays are those selected by the author herself from the hundreds she
published in the weekly journal Al-Ahram (The Pyramids). Her
death at the beginning of 2017 left an enormous void in the
Egyptian and Arab theatre world. She was not only by far the most
widely read, widely informed and influential critic in this world,
but was a figure of considerable international stature and the
mentor and model for an entire generation of young Egyptian
performers, playwrights and scholars.
These collections, now long out of print, appeared in 2003 and
2004, approximately half way through Nehad Selaiha’s remarkable
career, and provide an impressive sampling of the range and depth of
her critical insight and interest. The first volume is largely devoted
to one of Selaiha’s central interests, the modern Egyptian Free
Theatre Movement, which has produced almost all of the
significant young directors, dramatists and actors in that
country for the past generation. The next two books report on
productions of various Arab dramatists, mostly Egyptian
and mostly in Cairo, but Selaiha’s wide-ranging interests take her
often to productions in other parts of Egypt, and eventually to
various festivals in other Arab nations.
The final two volumes, Cultural Encounters, discuss examples of
international, primarily European and American drama presented
in Egypt. Selaiha’s view is a cosmopolitan, international one (her
academic field was English literature, and she is as likely to quote
Shakespeare, Wordsworth or Eliot as she is some Arab authority)
but her view of even familiar classics, in the eyes of an educated
articulate contemporary Cairene woman, bring to these a
stimulating fresh perspective. Rarely does Selaiha confine herself to
the parameters of a conventional review, though she does generally
provide detailed comments on acting and staging, but she embeds
these observations in more general essays on the physical, social
and cultural context of each production, so that the reading of
these essays provides a unique insight not only into the current
theatre scene in the theatre capital of the Arab world, but into the
cultural context that surrounds that scene and gives it meaning
and resonance.

Marvin Carlson
Dec. 2019

PREFACE
The articles included in -this book_·were selected from
hundreds written-over the past 10 years, between 1992 and
2002, and published· in Al-Ahram Weekly. ·
The ones in the first part attempt to tell the story of the _
inception, progress and many setba�ks of The Independent
Theatre Movement. which was born -in 1990, during the
Gulf War, as an alternative ·to mainstream thootre, whether
state-run or commercial. The movement is still struggling
to survive against great odds.
_ The second part of .the book records some of . the
experiments, successes and failures- of the groups the
movement spawned and tries to shed light on many of the
brave young women and men behind them.
. The history of tho_se group_s remains largely
undocumented, which partly· explains the purpose of this
book. But if ·by the end· of it the reader cari share some of
my enthusiasm, respect and admirnation for the work they
do and the principles they def�nd and sympathize with the
obstacles they face, the book. will have truly fulfilled its
purpose and I shall consider myself richly rewarded.
Nehad Selaiha
· Jan. 2003
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Looking over the manifesto they drafted that evening now, I can
almost feel it redden and curl up at the comers with shame. What has
happened to all the fine ideals, the firey _ slogans, the heady dreams ?
Where is the zestful esprit de corps, the glowing_camaraderie? Was
their defiant stand in those early days mere bravado prompted by the
sense of having nothing to lose ?
Already during their first festival one could detect ominous signs_ of
deep cracks despite the apparent solid front. But in the flush of victory
they were willingly wavec;l aside. The festival had passed off quite well
despite some skirmishes with the ministry of culture, a few inter�group
rivalries and a number of hitches. Of the twelve or so self�funded
troupes who took part, many showed talent, imagination and technical
skill; some troupes in particular - mimely, Khalid Galal's Encounter
(Liqua'), Tariq Sa'id's Light (El-Daw'), Khalid El-Sawi's Movement
(El-Harakah), Sa'id Suliman's Protest (lhtigag), Ashraf Farouk's
Rebels (Al-Mutamaridoon) and Mahmoud Abu Doma's Alternative
Theatre - bolstered the festival's credibility and vindicated the whole
venture.
The second festival held in December 1991 was a crucial milestone
in the development of the movement : it brought the free troupes not
only critical acclaim and wider publicity but also official recognition in
the form of financial awards to the tune of ten thousand pounds. New
groups had joined the movement swelling its membership to 23
companies, and some of those newcomers proved valuable assets. One
notable example was Abeer Ali's Al-Misaharati troupe who brought
their immensely entertaining Egyptian Ghosts; another was Mohamed
Abul Su'ood's Shrapnel (El-Shazyah); his production, The Blind,
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performed by candle light in the foyer of Al-Tali'a theatre· was one of
the highlights of the festival. The founding members too were growing
better and stronger with Khalid Galal mounting an ambitious production
of Yusuf ldris's The Striped.Ones, Tariq Sa'id carrying the day with
his Demi-rebels and Sa'id Suliman debating in his Arabian Spectacle,
in lively visual terms, ldris's plea for an authentically Egyptian
theatrical form. This was happening at a time when the record of the
state controlled theatres was, to put it rather mildly, far from
encouraging. Is it any wonder then that the ministry of culture was
anxious to pluck this newly sprouted feather and stick it in its singularly
unadorned cap ?
What the new independent theatre movement troupes lacked sorely
were funds and performance spaces and these were dangled like
seductive carrots by the ministry. The newly opened Al-Hanager Centre
was the magnet that drew them all, arid there they were put in the
care of a highly respected cultural figure. Hoda Wasfi has striven
since to guide, support and promote them without curtailing their
freedom. Human nature being what it is, ·however, as Agatha Christie
would say, they were only too willing to unload all their burdens onto
her patient shoulders and even tried to.wheedle her into running them.
Finally secure of a home, however temporary, and of annual
government grants, however modest, they underwent a subtle change;
gradually their behaviour began to reflect something of the indifference,
of the laxity, of the cocky self-assuredness and overweening vanity of
the worst state-funded and controlled theatre companies. And now that
they didn't have to go around fighting for places to perform or ferreting
out a little money here and there and taxing their imagination to make it
27

home of Beranger, the last remaining (beardless) human, accompanied
by veiled women in mini skirts !
Sa'id Suliman's Sa'd El-Yateem (Sa'd, the Orphan) was
intelligently conceived but hopelessly executed. With next to no vocal
training, his actors could not carry out the grand epic style of delivery
he intended or the choric parts. In choosing an Arab folktale that deals
with fratricide, usurpation of power ·and revenge, in the manner of
Hamlet, he hoped to theatrically recreate it into an Arab tragedy in the
style of the Greeks. He sought after simplicity, starkness and austerity,
with black and white as the only colours and a few symbolic items as
the only props : a book, a stick, a prayer mat, three tam.hours and a
small drum. There were no sets, and for religious ritual, he went to the
Shi'ite Ta'zeyeh (lamentation) tradition. In the hands of the actors,
however, the ritual became embarrassing and the chanting
cacophonous. In short, the acting marred all.
The other shows I watched had nothing near an ambitious
conception to excuse their shocking failure as theatre, and I doubt that
any of the three remaining shows in the contest will prove any better.
The problem that faces us.all now, the unfortunate and duped members
of the jury, is what to do with the ten awards we are supposed to hand
out ? Withhold most of them I suppose.
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New Impetus

*

Despite the persistence of certain vexing ailments -censorship
bureaucracy, paucity of venues and lack of money being the most
serious and debilitating-1998 has been on the whole a good year for
the independent theatre mqvement. Compared to previous years the
Egyptian productions which took part in the Cairo International Festival
for Experimental Theatre (CIFET) this year were notably maturer, more
daring, and of a finer artistic quality. For the first time since the start of
the festival in September 1988 an Egyptian show, The Kohl Pillow by
Intisar Abdul Fattah (an independent artist with a group called "Vocal
Theatre" who was recently recruited to the state-theatre), walked away
with the international jury's award for best performance on account of
its progress�ve feminist message, its original, finely-orchestrated
composition, both aurally and visually, and its creative fusing of
poetry, dance, and Arabic and African music. The other Egyptian entry
in the competition, Al-W arsha's Spinning Lives, directed by Hassan
El-Gretly, was also by an independent troupe; though it won no prizes,
it was highly valued and praised by the jury whose president, George
Bartenieff, described it in his final report as "a sensitive, serious and
innovative dramatisation of the Hilaliya epic, the Egyptian equivalent of
the flia<f'. Of the same productio� his wife, playwright Karen Malpede,
who was a guest of the festival, wrote in The New York Times
· (October 18) that it "extracted from an Egyptian epic an intensity akin to
ancient Greek drama". According to her, Al-Warsha "works in an epic
ritual theatre tradition akin to that of Ariane Mnouchkine and Peter
Brook in Paris". But this is only-one aspect of Al-Warsha's work, and
* 31 December 1998.
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have long been lightly dismissed by both the state and commercial
theatre professionals as amateurs in the derogative sense. At last the
work of the earliest and longest surviving independent, nonprofit-making group, and the strongest representative of the so-called
Independent Theatre Movement (which evolved from the First Free
Theatre Festival, organised by critics and artists with some help
from the Ministry of Culture but without official interference or
control, in 1990) has won this kind of official recognition. The fact that
Al-Warsha and two more independent groups - Rani Ghanem's AlMasrah Al-Mutamarid (Theatre of Rebellion) and Maher Sabri's
Al-Maraia (Mirrors)-.
had to present their productions under the
name of The Cultural Development Fund, a governmental body, was a
necessary compromise in order to be seen by the selection committee
which decide_s who enters the competition - (shows without a
nominal official umbrella are never considered, let alone seen)-. and
to �btain a grant towards the costs of the production, usually very

modest, a venue and a slot on the festival's programme.

But however meagre_ the financial assistance provided by the
Cultural Development Fund may be, and often is, and although it often
tries to take sole credit for the productions it assists even minimally, it
remains the one governmental body which least interferes with the work
it partially sponsors or supports. It rarely interferes with the production
process, or subjects the work to any form of censorship, and its head,
Samir.Gharib, often displays a relatively remarkable openness of mind
and willingness to take risks. Without his help and active protection,
and given the increasingly conservative and repressive atmosphere in
Egypt right now, two of the most original, exciting, and provocative
productions in this year's festival would not have seen the light : Rani
41

Ghanem's The Madness of the Gods (a multi-media performance art
piece featuring a universe gone completely mad and intent on destroying
itself) and Maher Sabri's The Harem which sensitively explored
!hitherto taboo .subjects and ruthlessly exposed what happens to women
when treated as commodities and reduced to sex objects.
In these, and some other Egyptian and guest productions in the
festival, Karen Malpede detects the emergence of a new style in
experimentation "that is still being developed" - an "approach to
dramatic truth" which "is complex, meditative, emotional and
disarmingly open and honest".
"Though it draws on history, folk and ritual traditions," she goes
on to explain, "its proponents refuse to employ it in the service of any
ideology, concentrating instead on the yearning of individuals, both
entrapped and enriched by tradition." Whether this new style continues
to be cultivated and developed in the future depends largely on the
scope of freedom and opportunities to work allowed our young artists.
For the present, however, the powerful contribution of independent
theatre troupes to CIFET 1998 has given the theatre in Egypt a new
impetus and a much needed dose of optimism.
The last 12 months also saw a welcome return by Al-Hanager
Theatre to its former policy (inexplicably neglected for a while) of
encouraging young new talent rather than sponsoring big productions
by established artist. The most prominent new production in this respect
was the extremely popular The Island of the Bald, which introduced not
only a promising new playwright, Abdel-Fattah El-Beltagi, and a gifted
new director, Rami Imam, but also a number of exciting new acting
talents. Al-Hanager also promised more performances by new talents in
the coming year.
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Hassan Abdo and his troupe had been part of the 'Now or Never'
wild-goose chase, and here they were, back-to square one, struggling
once more to accommodate themselves to the crippling production
conditions and restrictions they had dreamt of altering last summer. The
LE 20,000 they had been promised "to·set themselves up properly as an
independent theatre troupe", in t4e words of the minister, apart from
being ridiculously inadequate, have not materialized, and many doubt
they ever will. Les Miserables tells you, among other things, that
nothing has changed, that the title is a fitting label for the actors on stage
as much as for the characters they represent, and that Hoda Wasfi, who
sponsored and funded this work, remains the .only true and honest
champion of these troupes in the whole of the ministry of culture simply because she helps them all she can and never lies to them or
gives them false hopes. With her they know exactly where they are, and
it is definitely better than on the streets.
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scuffle, suddenly the can for prayers peals out. This scene is familiar to
the audience from countless corny Egyptian movies and whenever it
occurs in the cinema, be sure the Muezzin's voice will strike terror into
the villain's heart, paralyzing his hand and miracu]ously preventing the
crime.
In the Qaraqoz, however, no such miracle transpired. The call for
prayers here was not like anything you would normally hear from a
minaret, or even on radio or television, but the mechanical, tinny,
squeaky one lately made familiar by the avalanche of Ramadan lanterns
imported from China which inundated the Egyptian market during the
last holy month. As soon as the canned prayer-call was heard, the
action went into slow-motion and, to make matters worse, once it
stopped, the 'good' sinned-against heroine dropped dead on the spot,
as if struck by a bolt from the blue. The message, that no appeal to
Heaven (particularly one issuing from an imported squeaking plastic toy
· for an over-commercialized religious month) could ever alone save
Palestine, completely overturned audience expectations and proved too
savagely ironical to easily swallow, even when washed ·down with a
bucketful of laughter.
The sense of siege, of impotence, hopelessness and humiliation
cropped up in many other shows in a wide range of moods and styles
and with varying degrees of anger and rebelliousness. Marwa Farouk's
The Body and Soul Sonata, from Menya, Zakariya Ahmad Hassan's
A World of Glass, from Marsa Matrouh, Khalid Tawfiq's Blue
Dreams, or Tomorrow !,Shall Buy Wings, from El-Nasr Club, Let's
Come, from El-Qabari Club, El-Anfoushi Club's The End of the Wall
(both from Alexandria), and Husam El-Ghamri's Irish Dogs, from
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Foreign performances, other than the slightly disappointing and
somewhat facile though visually intriguing Sheharazade Now, included
The Window, a work in progress also directed by Braschler and acted
by Tahani Salim about an expatriate Palestinian woman who goes back
to Ramallah to find it under siege and relives the Palestinian long
history of suffering and persecution as she watches through the shutters
of her window Israeli soldiers rampaging through her city. Stitches on
the Concrete, by Serbian artist· Ana Vilenica, was another solo
performance which tells the story of a mother without a husband,
forced to work in a big factory with hundreds of other women in similar
desperate situations and fighting for survival in the face of loneliness,
penury and the callous indifference of the world.
But apart from live theatre, Jadayel had plenty of events and
activities : a mini film-festival of work by· some of the most talented
young film-makers in Egypt today, hosted at the Goethe Institute; two
art exhibitions : Alf Leila wa Leila by Hassan Al-Sharq, also at Goethe,
and Entr'acte : Sketches from Cairo by Swiss artist Claudia Renne; two
delightful evenings of storytelling by members of The Women and
Memory Forum at the Garage of the Town House Gallery (a beautiful
new versatile space and quite enormous), retelling old folk tales from ·a
feminist perspective under the artistic direction of Caroline Khalil; an
exciting lecture on Sheharazade and Resistance· Strategies of the
Dispossessed, delivered by Feryal Ghazouli, hosted by the AUC
Institute For Gender and Women's Studies at the Falaki academic
centre; a lecture-demonstration by the German director. Alexander
Stillmark at El-Mashrabiyya Gallery; an afternoon of storytelling by the.
German independent actor and storyteller Jorg Boesecke at the Town
House Gallery; two Egyptian-Swiss sessions of public reading at the
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although at least five proficient and well-respected critics watched the
show, none of them could find an official venue to nominate it.
Ironically too, neither the minister of culture, an artist in his own
right, nor Hoda Wasfi, the directress of Al-Hanager centre, who
both saw and admired Ghazeer El-Leel had any power to
recommend it. The minister, like the proverbial person who cut off
his nose to spite his own face, appointed a supreme committee to
review the choices of all the many other sub-committees and,
strangely, none of its five members, respectable as they are, had
been seen near an Egyptian playhouse for years. Predictably, none of
them had seen El-Gretly's little chef d'oeuvre and by the time they
convened, three days before the Festival's opening ceremony, ElGretly and his little group of magicians were off to Switzerland to
open the Zurich theatre festival.
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Bounded in a Nutshell

*

It is amazing how many people can be packed into a small space if
the spirit is willing - and spirit is the key word here. The small hall at
the British Council where Hassan El-Gretly has chosen to hold his
Ramadan feast of popular songs, ballads and stories - with the added
treat of a shadow.:. play - is, indeed, very small, measuring
approximately 8 by 6 metres; and yet, one night last week, it magically
seemed to expand and hold twice its full capacity. People were
everywhere - on the chairs, squeezed up against the walls, squatting
and crouching, knee to knee, on· the floor. There was literally no
passageway anywhere. Even the little corridor outside was packed and I
considered myself lucky when I found a small squatting space in the
door way - even though I had to crane my neck half the time to get a
view of the performers.
At one end of the ro_om, against the black sheets which curtained
off a small area of it to serve as the booth of the shadow-players,
El-Gretly stood, like an old master of revels, beaming benignly on the
sea of humanity around him. I imagined I could see, floating above his
head, an invisible banner sporting in big letters Hamlet's words : "I
could be bounded in a nutshell and count myself a king of infinite
space." And, indeed, if Blake could see the world in a grain of sand,
why not in a nutshell?
In fact, the image of the world in a nutshell provides the theme for
one of the folk tales selected from the company's vast stock to be
*
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at home with his actors and at peace with the world. No wonder his
actors look happy too.
Unlike many experimental artists who actively search for new
forms all the time, El-Gretly opts for a philosophy of creative
receptivity involving unconditional surrender to experience. He
summed up this philosophy in an interview once when he said : "Je ne
cherche pas, je trouve." And in order to "find", one has to embrace the
world unconditionally, for only then will it yield its secrets. The same
philosophy informs his relationship with his actors and with the popular
cultural heritage.
This becomes obvious in the second part of the programme which
hosts from Upper Egypt the great folk-singer and inimitable Sira bard,
Sayed El-Dawwy, to recite and sing to the tunes of his rehab selections
from The Book of Orphans - the final part of the saga of Beni-Hilal,.
known as El-Sira El-Hilaliya - accompanied by three members of
Al-Warsha: Zein Mahmoud and Midhat Fawzi as chorus and the lively
Gamal Mis'ad on the darabukka (Egyptian drum). But before they start,
El-Gretly speaks to the audience, which includes now all the members
of the company. He confesses that they went to the Sira at first
thinking there might be a play in it. But after a year of listening and
recording and regular contact with El-Dawwy, they didn't find a play.
Now they are cultivating their knowledge of it partly for pure pleasure,
partly to learn from the art of the master through direct experience and
personal contact (as they did and still do with the masters of the
shadow-theatre) and partly to record the neglected bits of the Sira
before the waters of oblivion close upon them. Then he withdraws to sit
among his actors and crew, usually on the floor, and settles down to
enjoy himself.
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Playing With Fire*
Theatrical events are few and far between in Alexandria. In winter,
it is forced into theatrical hibernation and in summer, it is doomed to
parasitical dependence on guest Cairene trou�s to entertain its visitors.
The city which has given the Egyptian theatre Salama Hijazi, Sayed
Darwish and Fatma Rushdi, and was a thriving theatrical centre at the
turn of the century, with at least six private companies working round
the year, has been shamefully neglected for decades and, at present,
does not have a single resident professional theatre company.
When Sami Khashaba took over as head of the State Theatre
Organisation four years ago he announced that giving Alexandria its
own national theatre was at the top of his agenda. So far, however, the
company has not materialized and its· prospective home, Sayed Darwish
theatre, remains in need of extensive restoration. Work has already
begun, but at the rate it is going, everyone tells me, it may take up to ten
years before the building is ready. Another thing that galls Alexandrians
is the appointment of a Cairene director as head of the proposed
company in blatant disregard of many competent, experienced, and
highly qualified local artists.
One such artist is playwright and director Mahmoud Abu Doma
who, against great odds, has managed to keep his independent, largely
self-financing and non-profit-ma..1<.ing Alernative Theatre Group going
for the past ten years. Their first production, Doma's Castaways - a
haunting poetic parable about the rise of capitalism and consumerism,
based on the Biblical story of the Fall and set in an idyllic island
*
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suggesting the Garden of Eden - was performed in the garden of the
Alexandria Atelier in the winter of 1989 with real trees and, on two
nights, a real drizzle. Next was The Dance of the Scorpions - a brilliant
and highly theatrical adaptation of Hamlet which narrows it down to a
single plane, the political, and projects it (with the help of masks,
puppets,. elaborate costumes and life-size paper dolls) as a gruesome bal
masque. It was first performed in 1990, at the open air theatre of the
Opera House during the first Free Theatre Festival, then, in a slightly
modified version in which Ophelia's ghost plays the role of chorus, at
El-Shatbi Arts Centre in 1992.
In subsequent years, though he continued writing, producing two
more plays, The Well and Miriam, Doma turned his attention as
director and group manager to foreign texts. It does not take a lot of
guessing to figure out the reason. New plays by relatively unknown
authors are invariably regarded with great suspiciop. by those who
possess the money and the venues. With a famous foreign play it is
easier to get some kind of subsidy and a performance space from the
local authorities. And if all else fails, one can always appeal to the
cultural centre of the play's country of origin. It was with help from the
American Cultural Centre that Dama and his group were able to mount
a production of Edward Albee's Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf
at El-Shatbi Arts Centre in 1990, while Doma's beautiful translation
of Athol Fugard's A Place with the Pigs was readily sponsored by
the Cultural Palaces Organisation and presented at the same venue in
1992.
A grant from the Goethe Institute allowed him to spend some
time in Germany, attending performances and visiting 'important
theatre centres. There, his passion for Brecht - the poet rather
than the pedagogue - which permeates in varying degrees most of
his writing and has from the beginning substantially defined his
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approach to theatre as both dramaturge and director gained new force.
Not surprisingly, the Alternative Theatre Group's subsequent
productions so far were of plays by writers somewhat influenced by
Brecht. With help from the Goethe Institute in Alexandria they
presented in succession : Friedrich Diirrenmatt's adaptation of
Strindberg's The Dance of Death, retitled Let Us Play Strindberg, at
the lobby of the Goethe Institute in 1994; Peter Weiss's Marat/Sade
at El-Shatbi Arts Centre in 1996; and last week, Max Frisch's
Biedermann und die Brandstifter (translated as The Fire Raiser by
the British, The Firebugs by the Americans and The Incendiaries by a
German scholar).
For this latest production (co-subsidized by the ProHelvetia Arts
Council of Switzerland in Cairo), Doma refitted part of the elegant,
wood-panelled lobby of the Goethe Institute to look like a Cafe Theatre,
with little round tables and plates of delicious patisserie. The
performance space was the area in front of the delicate fer forge small
gate which leads into the library, with occasional-use of the first lariding
of the old-fashioned wooden staircase on the left. A number of_ plastic
petrol containers, a few folding chairs, a make-shift table and some
plates and cutlery made up all the props, leaving the space free for the
six energetic actors who played all the part� as well as the chorus.
Following Dürrenmatt's example in Let Us Play Strindberg,
Doma extensively adapted Frisch's text to bring it nearer home and
give it topical relevance. As the characters are given Egyptian names,
the town victimized by arsonists becomes Cairo, Alexandria, or
any other Egyptian town. Instead of Frisch's chorus of ''firemen in
helmets" who stay clearly out of the action, confining themselves
to comments, observation, warning and lamentation, we have a
second-rate company of actors bent on foisting their art on us and
alternately enacting the parts and stepping out of them to comment on
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the action. Other changes include Biedermann's job (Doma makes him
a judge who condemns an innocent man to death instead of a ruthless
merchant who sacks his assistant and drives him to suicide); the
characters of-his wife, Babette, his servant Anna, and the doctor of
philosophy (who becomes his own friend rather than the friend of the
arsonists, Schmitz and Eisenring).
But by far the most important change is the aggressively
didactic tone which replaces Frisch's subtle wit and irony and
rises in a crescendo to a feverish climax at the end with the
actors literally screaming at us fiery quotations from revolutionary
poems by Amal Dunqul, Salah Abdul Saboor, Naguib Sorour and the
writings of Karl Marx among others. Instead of "a morality without
a moral with an afterpiece", as Frisch subtitles his play (in an
obvious dig at Brecht), Doma, in his Brechtian zeal, ignores the funny
afterpiece (which takes place in hell, identifies the two arsonists as the
Devil and Beelzebub and the doctor of philosophy as a long-tailed
monkey in charge of the records) and provides a strong, clear moral
which transforms the play into an agit-prop piece.
But despite its grating loudness, the tiresomely consistent violent
emotionalism which marked Awatif Ibrahim's performance as
chorus-leader and Babette, the excessively exaggerated physical
expression and vocal delivery of the other actors, the forced attempts to
draw laughter by crude farcical means and the general lack of subtlety
(something which was never missing in Doma's earlier productions),
Doma's version of The Fire Raisers, rechristened Daylight Ghosts,
manages to communicate an urgent sense of danger and comes across
as a chilling warning against indifference in the face of fundamentalism,
fa naticism and the inevitable disastrous results of gross and flagrant
social inequality.
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dramatic writing. Inevitably, he faced the endemic, two-pronged
problem as all independent-theatre groups in Egypt: space and funds.
His minimalist, poor-theatre style of production which depends mainly
on the actor's ability to make up for the absence of sets, costumes and
all theatrical paraphernalia, went· a long way towards solving the space
problem : any place was a good place to perlorm. For the modest funds
he needed (not to compensate the actors for the long hours of taxing
work they put in a show but merely to help them cover their daily
expenses during rehearsals : sandwiches, tea and coffee and
transportation), he turned, like other similar troupes, to foreign cultura]
centres and institutions. This imposed a certain limitation of course,
since foreign centres and institutes are not allowed to sponsor activities
not relating to the promotion of their respective cultures. In Doma's
case, however, it was not felt as a restriction : most of the texts he
wanted to produce anyway were foreign; he would choose the play
first, then approach the relevant foreign agency. In this way, he
managed to present in succession, Edward Albee'e Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf, Athol Fugard's A Place with the Pigs (which he
himself translated), Peter Weiss's Marat-Sade, Friedrich Dürrenmatt's
Let Us Play Strindberg and Max Frisch's The Fire-Raisers. I always
think of the last three plays as Doma's German project and his
apotheosis as director.
They were presented singly, in successive years, with generous
moral support and material help from the Goethe Institute in Cairo and
Alexandria and the ProHelvetia Arts Council of Switzerland. To present
all three plays in succession, twice in one week, however, to mark
International Theatre Day, needed further financial help and it was
generously provided by the Swedish Institute in Alexandria. Strindberg
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was Swedish after all and Dürrepmatt's play was a variation on his
Dance ofDeath.
It rained on the 22nd, the beginning of this mini German/ Swiss I
Swedish/ Egyptian festival at the Goethe Institute in Alexandria, an
architectural gem. But the entrance hall, leading to the library, where the
performance of the Marat/Sade took place, was overflowing with eager
spectators. On the following day, it rained even harder, with gales and
squalls, and the audience still came in hordes and throngs to watch
Let's Play Strindberg. On the third night, when The Fire-Raisers was
presented, I was not there (I had already watched the play a few months
before); but I know from reliable sources that it was equally
well-attended and enthusiastically received and, also, for all it matters,
that on that night when I was absent it did not rain.
The performances I saw were mesmeric, enchanting, mind
boggling, soul-uplifting, and all such other epithets as we critics have
been drilled into regarding as corny by our skeptical, cynical,
postmodern times. With only seven actors, playing all the parts in all
three plays, music designer Ihab Kandil and costume designer Alia
El-Geridy, Doma treated us to a magical, richly variegated pageant
where all the actors .(Awatef Ibrahim, Ahmed Abdel Rahman, Iman
Imam, Khaled Raafat, El-Sayed Ragab, Said Kabil, and Mustafa
Moussa) acted like veritable shamans, taking the art of acting back to its
roots in magic and ritual reincarnation, and where humour battled with
pathos, cruelty with sympathy, barbed satire with tenderness and
brutality with Christian charity. Such an exceptional theatrical event is a
tribute to Doma and his Alternative Theatre troupe and a credit to the
Goethe and Swedish Institutes and ProHelvetia. Short of wishing that
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head, dressed in a long black C()at, and wearing a metal contraption
round its head, consisting of a crown-li�e ring, attached to the empty
wire frame of an absent mask. Flanking the wheel chair on the other
side was the trunk of a dead tree with a single branch. Next to the tree,
on the lower level, were four more life-like ,puppets, dressed in the
same long black coat, with roller skates attached to their shoes. They
were equally bald, but their heads and faces had been painted to show
the brain inside the skull, a white clown's face, with a smile and tears,
or a black half mask. (The puppets and set were designed by the
director in collaboration with Hadeel Nazmi and Ayman Abu Doma).
Downstage, close to the audience, the seven· actors - Awatif Ibrahim
(nature), Khalid Raafat (Faust), Sa'id Qabil (the crippled mock
saviour), Mohamed El-Hagrasi (Mephisto), Doa Abdallah (fitfully
Margareta and other females) and Mohamed Abd-El-Qadir and Ahmed
El-Masri (chorus and, vaguely, other characters)- all in black suits and
gloves and white shirts, except for Awatif who wore a black lace dress,
sat behind two coffin-like wooden boxes, completely still, looking at
each other with a mixture of horror, sorrow and wonder; they froze in
that position, without so much as the bat of an eye, until all the audience
had taken their places and the strains of the violin stopped.
A moment of rapt silence ... then the actors sprang to life. They
turned to face us, and started pounding the boxes with their fists in a
rising crescendo. When it reached its climax, the violence· suddenly
ebbed and all was quiet. Then the chant began - a flagrant parody of the
Easter song which stops Faust from killing himself with a poisonous
draught in the "Night" sequence which opens Goethe's text. Instead of
Goethe's "Christ is arisen ! / Joy to mortality," sung by a chorus of
angels, Doma's supplicants chant : "Our Lord, / Do not come back. /
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through movement and dance, the use of sets and prop&, he says, is
better left unsaid. In his third play, The _ Dance of Scorpions, a
reworking of Hamlet, he used masks and human-size cut-out paper
dolls to represent many characters, including all of Claudius's courtiers.
But in the past ten years, puppets and masks were conspicuously absent
from his work. The plays he staged during that time - including
Edward Albee's Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, Athol Fugard's A
Place with the Pigs, Strindberg's The Dance of Death, Peter Weiss's
Marat/Sade and Max Frisch's The Fire Raiser - did not require
them. Faust was different. The story has a history as a popular
marionette show in the 18th century and it was a puppet Faust that
first kindled Goethe's imagination when a boy in Frankfurt. Like
the ItalianGerman director, Roberto Ciulli, who staged the prologue
of Part I of the play as a puppet show, in his Pinocchio-Faust which
visited Cairo a few years ago, Dom� thinks the play calls for the use of
puppets.
At Atinios, after the show, he told me he had found working with
puppets an overwhelming experience. "They tend to take on a life of
their own," he said; sometimes he_was afraid to be with them alone-in·
the theatre and the actors felt something of this too. Most of the
rehearsal time was spent working with the puppets, · developing the
illusion they were real, breathing life into them, as it wern. "\Ve felt
like sorcerers conjuring up spirits and this brought us very close to
Faust," he added.
The following morning, it was bright and sunny; one forgets in
Cairo how blue the sky can be. The air sparkled like crystal, and
there was a fresh breeze, carrying a faint smell of the sea. I had two
hours before my Cairo bus and decided to walk. Leaving hotel San
Giovanni behind, I headed in the direction of Mehatit El-Raml.
When I reached
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of Yusef ldris's The Striped Ones was one of the highlights of the
second Free Theatre Festival in 1992; and Ionesco's Macbett, translated
by Hoda Wasfi and touched up with local colour by Galal, was hosted
by the French Cultural Centre in 1993. Then Liqa, like many other
independent theatre groups, began to fall apart. It was perhaps natural;
not just because people grow up and develop other interests and plans,
or simply get tired, or feel insecure about the future. The Free Theatre
Movement itself seemed to have fizzled out and its festival had come
under the wings of the government, becoming a travesty of itself. Galal
had already sensed the disintegration of his group before it actually
happened. 1992 found him working with a group of amateurs under the
umbrella of The Higher Council of Youth and Sport and coming up
with a brilliant production of Mohsen Misilhi's He Who Built Egypt.
But the breakup of the group, though they have remained friends, took
its toll of Galal's energy and enthusiasm. His later productions,
including his version of Mamdouh Udwan's The Lamp, which was the
best of them, lacked the· glow and sure touch of the earlier works and
hinted at the lackadaisical state of the man behind them. In 1995 he was
27, with a degree in theatre, and so much work behind him. What then?
Where to go from there? .
A grant from the ministry of culture to go to Italy and work with
Italian theatre artists for a year and a half was a timely gift and a
life-saver. There, he took his first stab at Shakespeare, directing an
all-Italian production of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream.
He followed it with When Did I Meet You? (the title is a refrain in one
of Um Kulthum's songs) which he wrote, directed, and acted one of
the three parts.The other parts were played by Egyptian actors; but the
artistic team and technical crew were all Italian. I have seen neither; but
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the "To be" soliloquy. It is a thrilling, haunting scene, superbly
conceived, choreographed and orchestrated, and was performed with
the fine split-second timing and precision that only the best of
experienced professionals can achieve. In its polyphonic structure and
impact, it vividly reminded me of the final scene of Peter Brook's
Marat/Sade when the lunatics at the Charenton asylum run wild and hell
breaks loose.
Helping Khalid Galal to make this glorious come-back were Mohi
Fahrni (sets), Na'ima Agami (costumes), Mohamed Hussein (sound
effects), and two young wonderful artists who composed and played
the live music that accompanied the actors at every step - Amr
Darweesh (violin) and Ahmad Sayed (drums). But the burden of the
production fell squarely on the· young shoulders of the seventeen
wonderful young men and women, some of whom are only nineteen
and acting for the first time. I left the theatre glowing with h_ope and
was ready to embrace the whole world, rubbish, noice and all.
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Shakespeare For Laughs

*

Anyone who has had first hand experience of Cairo's sweltering
summers knows that, rather than Eliot's unfairly maligned April (whose
only sin is breeding "Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing / Memory and
desire"), August "is the cruellest month." Its sultry, scorching days,
limp and parched evenings and heavy, humid nights ·are the nearest you
can get to a taste of purgatory, minus the hope of expiation. What in
God's name then was Khalid Galal thinking of calling his latest
production, an abbreviated version of A Midsummer Night's Dream
(on at the Creativity Centre, in the Opera grounds, till the end of
Ramadan), A Mid-August Night's Dream? What a repulsive title,
suggesting at once the lurid ravings of a deranged mind in the grip of
fever and long, sleepless, steaming and sweat-drenched nights - typical
August nights - infested with elusive anxieties, disturbing
hallucinations and persistent nightmares.
No wonder I stayed clear of the play when it was first performed
for a brief spell last September. But it being Ramadan, a month marked,
among other things, by extreme theatrical dearth, and after ten days of
not so much as the shadow of a play to be found anywhere, I humbly
concluded that, as the.old adage says; beggars cannot be choosers. And
so, one evening last week, I overcame my August phobia, quelled my
deep-seated revulsion at anything remotely reminiscent of that fearful
month, and allowed myself to be lured into the elegant, new Creativity
* 21 November 2002.
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The Athenian woods, to which Hermia and Lysander escape and
are followed by Demetreus and Helena, become an empty, white circle,
marked· with a string of tiny, coloured bulbs on floor level and
bordered, beyond that line, with a wild medley of props and
accessories, including a huge number of inflated plastic toys, baby
changing-mattresses, a vase of artificial flowers and some tree
branches, four outsize feeding-bottles with towering rubber teats, two
deck-chairs, a fishing rod, an enormous beach ball and lots of gaily
coloured and shiny party hats of the high, conical type.· The sight of this
empty,. white circle, faintly shadowed with shapes of leaves and
branches and heaped round with those bright, playful objects puts you
in the mood for a party at the outset and you are not disappointed; the
performance proceeds as one or, more precisely, unfolds in the same
spirit and manner as the mechanics' performance of the tragedy of
Pyramus and Thisbe at Theseus' wedding.
The six actors (Mohamed El-Desouqi, Sayed El-Rumi, Mohamed
Ali, Asmaa Yehya, Dina El-Saleh and Sameh Hussein), armed with
primitive drums, cymbals, castanets and rattles, and impersonating an
itinerant company of ham actors, intent on treating or, rather,
'mistreating' us to a performance of A Midsummer Night's Dream, or
at least selections of it, make a boisterous entrance. More startling than
the noise, however, is their appearance. Dressed like toddlers, in
printed cotton dungarees and ·socks, they wore on their heads fantastic
hats and the weirdest-loqking multicoloured wigs you can imagine.
They lined up on their chairs, on one side of the circle, pouting �nd
waiting for their cues, which the leader pompously announced, not
always accurately, by jingling a b�ll. Alternately, they stepped into the
ring, singly or in pairs, bespectacled (as the inept Oberon and
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Many-Faced Farfoor

*

In his 1964 groundbreaking El-Farafeer, Yussef ldris created an
authentic image of the typical down-trodden Egyptian and set it on the
stage in the memorable figure of Farfoor, a theatrical pastiche of the
Roman servant, the Italian Harlequin, the Shakespearean Fool and the
Qaraqoz of Egyptian puppet-shows. The character also embodied.much
of Idris's own mercurial personality, impish humour, quizzical musings
and, above all, his obsessive sense of the essential theatricality of life.
Idris tried hard, in three subsequent plays, to exorcise his theatrical
doppelganger and move on to other creations; but Farfoor resisted and
persisted. Whenever the dividing line between theatre and life became
blurred in the plays, he could be fitfully glimpsed skulking in the
shadows or peeping from the wings. In desperation, Idris tuned his
back on the stage in the early seventies, devoting himself to fiction and
journalism. But Farfoor still dogged him.
In 1984, twenty years after El-Farafir, Idris gave up trying to
elude his master-creation and turned round to face him and the stage in a
final theatrical wrestle. El-Bahlawan, which means at once the acrobat,
the rope-walker and the circus clown, is a more openly self-referential
work in which the circus becomes a telling metaphor for the world of
journalism and where the stagey fabrication called Farfoor masquerades
as the editor-in-chief of a top national newspaper, straddling the two
worlds and alternating motley with city sfiltorial elegance.

* 2 January 1992.
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when she rushes onto the battle scene, looking for her lost dog (an
aping of another 1950s film), or leisurely crosses the village scene, in
the final episode, in sophisticated, posh clothes with a long
cigarette-holder.
With a group of magnificent actors, amazingly fresh. and free of
theatrical cliches, especially the stunning Sayyed El-Rumi (Farfoor)
and the diligent Ihab Sobhi, director Tariq Sa'id has recovered for us
and the stage that long lost magic we call a sense of wonder and has
offered- an interesting challenge to common theatrical categorisation.
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interests of male relatives, or forced to kill themselves if they dare
surrender themselves in love.
The play which begins with the anguished mourning of the father,
the benevolent head of the family and village, ends with a wholesale
condemnation of patriarchy as a life-killing force which turns the
women in the play into lonely, frustrated and embittered widows or
spinsters, pathetically cradling and lullabying imaginary babies, or into
·objects for sale or dead corpses. In the final scene, as three coffins,
painted with imitations of the Fayyotim Portraits, and the mummies of a
young man and woman, with faces painted in the same style, are
brought in and all the mourners exchange their weeds for sackcloth, the
funeral of the deceased father is ironically and symbolically transformed
into the funeral of a society which has unwittingly committed suicide.
To accommodate her relatively large cast (numbering sixteen) and
fast flow of images, Abeer-Ali opted for extreme simplicity in her set
design, restructuring the stage into different levels and using a few
wooden chests, low tables and wicker chairs and, of course, those
suggestive imitations of the Fayyoum Portraits. This, with the help of
the lighting, allowed her to achieve a kind of cinematic flow and make
use of synchronism. Abeer's perspicacity as director also shows in her
choice of cast, particularly her actresses who all had marvelous voices an essential requirement for this kind of show. Hanan Yusef as the
deranged mother who becomes unhinged after helplessly watching her
daughter forced by the males in the family to drink poison when she
lost her virginity before marriage, Minha Zaytoun as the kindly
matriarch who fends off her loneliness and growing debility by a few
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one started off with a dimly defined role (Briaska I, Briaska II, the
father, the son, the lover, the shepherd ... etc.), they kept slipping out
of them to represent other parts, in other historical periods, and
occasionally we would find one part divided among two or three actors._
Abul Su' ood also incorporated in his verbal text three stirring modem
prose poems (by Ahmed Yamani, Mohamed Metwally and Maher Sabri
- all of whom take part in editing the recent daringly outspoken private
literary publication, El-Garad, i.e. Locusts) and combined with them
two religious songs from a village in Upper Egypt called Deir Gabal
El-Teir (a village which provided the title, setting and theme of Abul
Su' ood's previous production and whose name means in Arabic "the
monastery of the birds mountain").
The effect of this policy in the composition of the text was the total
effacement of the traditional temporal order of past, present and future
and the projection of time as a vast, dizzying continuum of constantly
shifting and merging points. As the actors keep slippit:)g in and out of
different parts and different historical moments, the image of the cave
develops into a symbol of time - of all time - while the attempts of
the cave-dwellers (represented by all the actors,· including the two
Briaskas) to break free or transcend its boundaries - through faith,
memory, empathy or identification- strike us as painfully ironical and
tragically absurd. This is not to say that the prevalent mood of the
production is tragic; broad comedy often breaks through the sombre
surface in sequences of great hilarity and the general atmosphere,
despite the tragic awareness, is predominantly festive and
carnivalesque. In the final analysis, Briaska II is a defiant celebration
of life in the face of death, of art in the face of dogl!la, and of human
love, energy and creativity in the face of the attrition of time. Life,
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though it be made of nothing but evanescent moments, transient
images, ephemeral passions, baffling paradoxes, vague longings and
impossible dreams, is all we have got, and we have to hold on
passionately to it, the play seems to say.
This message, however, and indeed the whole structure of meaning
in the play, does not reach us through only what is spoken on stage. As
with his two previous productions, The Blind and Deir Gaba[ El-Teir,
Abul Su' ood fashions Briaska II out of a subtle and intricate interplay
of sound and image, word and ·music. Here, the sense of shifting
temporal perspectives is realized not only through the spoken word, the
scene-blocking and the meticulously choreographed movement,
tableaux vivants and physical postures (some of which suggested
similar groupings and postures in Renaissance painting and sculpture,
most notably the Pieta); to transmit the sense of a temporal continuum,
Abul Su' ood, together with Ihab Abdul Latif (who also worked with
Abul Su'ood over the stage design), also put together an ingenious
soundtrack with a lot of vocal music from different periods : it
included excerpts from Bartok's 27 Choruses, songs and duets by
Monteverdi, a tape of medieval Christmas songs and music,
another of English madrigals, some Gregorian chants, a Spanish
song - Hijo de la Luna (Son of the Moon) - performed in French by
the Mecano group, music by the German Kadash group and some
spoken lines from an album by Laurie Anderson.
Visually, there was a similar feast on the white back-drop of the
stage where slides of many paintings and sculptures were projected.
They included the famous Medusa head at th� Vatican, Caravaggio's
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these are replaced with footage of Anna (Sherine El-Ansary) and Kate
(Manal Youssef) dressed in each other's clothes and conversing happily
on a bed, and of Deeley (Khaled El-Sawi) walking in repeatedly
through the big French window,_ which frames the stage at the back.
Through the window, on a pale backdrop, the lighting (designed by
Christoph) reflected the moods of the characters in sensitive shades.
The three young actors did a very good job with a very difficult and
tricky text - made all the more trickier by the director's insistence on
playing up the lesbian potential of the relationship between the two old
flatmates. Khaled El-Sawi, in particular, who, like Pinter, is both an
actor and a playwright, gives a memorable, virtuoso performance,_ and
the audience who flock nightly to Al-Hanager adore every minute of it.
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Which is Which ? *
Written in 1952, at the height of the McCarthy witchhunt, The
Crucible, which Miller based on the court records of the Salem witch
trials of 1692, had its world premiere in 1953 at the Martin Beck theatre
in New York; it proved an instant hit and ran for 197 nights. Three
years later, in 1956, Miller was called before the Congress Committee
on Un-American Activities. On his choice of theme he has written: "I
was drawn to this subject because the historical moment seemed to give
me the poetic right to create people of higher self-awareness than the
contemporary scene affords."
For decades, the contemporary scene in Egypt, indeed all over the
Arab world, has needed the kind of awarenss that Miller so forcefully
dramatizes in this play. That it was never performed anywhere in the
Arab world before last week is perhaps understandable and quite
logical: the 1950s saw the rise of military dictatorships and as soon as
they began to crumble, religious bigotry and fanaticism reared its ugly
head. The recent hysterical reaction of the media against the so-called
followers of the 'Satanic cult', or disciples of Satan, is a frightening
reminder that the witch-trials of Salem may not be as safely distant and
buried in the past as we would like to think. The current production of
The Crucible at Al-Hanager, however, was not a direct result of that
deplorable mass hysteria.
The idea of the project started two years ago when Hoda Wasfi, AlHanger's artistic director, watched the play while on holiday in

*

1 May 1997.
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(which includes music by Prokofiev, Jean-Jacques Lemetre, Rene
Aubry, the Kadash group, songs by Billie Holiday, as well as some
Gregorian chants, church music and Scandinavian songs) suggest a
frame of reference which is timeless and combines the legend of Faust,
the temptation of Eve, John Fowles's novel The Magus and the Persian
Zoroastrian dualistic religion. This exciting framework, however, soon
pales out as we plunge headlong into the play and are treated to
practically the whole of the first act, performed in a stark naturalistic
style that contrasts disconcertingly with the expressionistic mode of the
opening sequence. It is true that some of the themes suggested in this
sequence occasionally surface in the course of the show, but by the time
we have reached the end of act two of Miller's slightly preachy and
wordy text, they tend to look like pointless intrusions and useless,
distracting addenda. Indeed, as the show progressed, the almost
constant presence of Rani El-Mettinawi as the devil, in a black and red
cape, in the background, watching the drama from a suspended high
platform while coolly smoking a cigarette, became silly, childish and
quite ridiculous.
What Abul Su'ood will need in the next few months, in the light of
this trial run, is to look long and honestly at his work, make some
difficult choices and ruthless excisions and decide finally whether he
wants to do Miller's play as he wrote it or revise and reverse its
traditional interpretation and the author's point of view. It is obvious
from the production that Abul Su' ood is all out against any kind of
witch hunt and has a real terror of religious fanaticism. But it is also
clear that he has little sympathy with John Proctor's treatment of Abigail
Williams, or with his wife's stuffy, puritanical, priggish and
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self-righteous attitude. To complicate matters further, he works into his
production Miller's printed footnote on what happened to the real
historical personages after the trials, particularly Elizabeth's marriage
after the hanging of her husband, John Proctor, and Abigail's taking up
prostitution as a career.
This vascillating, confused attitude to the characters affected the
performances of.the actors negatively so that they seemed to be fighting
among themselves for the sympathy of the audience rather than
cooperating to make a coherent impact. This does not mean that there
were not some excellent and quite powerful individual performances,
particularly in the case of Nora Amin (as Abigail), Khaled Al-Sawi (as
Proctor), Mu'taza Abdul Saboor (as Titupa), Rani El-Mettinawy (as
Simon Magus and Lucifer), Mohamed Farouk (as the town's clown and
doll-maker) and the vibrant Hamada Shousha who is fast developing
into a really versatile and charismatic actor.
Abul Su'ood's version of The Crucible (rechristened The Left Foot
of Night, which in Egyptian lore refers to the approach of evil, entering
a place with the left foot being a bad omen) is an ambitious and daring
theatrical experiment with a magnificent potential. All it needs is some
pruning to allow its intrinsic beauty to shine through. Luckily, Abul
Su'ood is working on this right now and, hopefully, when the work
reopens in autumn it will have shed all the debris and dead wood.
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At the Edge of Being*
At 27, with 7 highly provocative productions already on his CVThe Blind, The Monstary of Birds Mountain, Briaska II, Pinter's Old
Times, Miller's The Crucible, Lorca's The House of Bernarda Alba,
and, finally, Bond's Lear, currently on at Al-Hanager-Mohamed Abul
Su' ood is perhaps the most original, exciting, adventurous, and
passionately dedicated director of his generation. With no formal
training in theatre (he read philosophy at university), he is blissfully
free of the timidity of professionals and their diches. He will never play
it safe, and will try anything; and naturally, this can be disasterous
sometimes. But even his failures are moving, impi:essive and curiously
refreshing-like failed expeditions to the peaks of the Alps or the poles.
· If a production of his· misfires, you can be sure it will do so with a
glorious bang. The Crucible was one such grand failure. The conceived
structure was simply too colossal and he did not have enough
professional cement to hold it together; it collapsed with a magnificent
crash, leaving behind a treasure of priceless relics. Ultimately, it was
much more exciting and rewarding than the more compact, successful
Old Times.
Though a voracious reader in general and insatiable consumer of
plays (he sometimes buys books in languages he does not speak in the
hope that somehow he will be able to make sense of them), the shaping
influences on Abul Su'ood's art are painting, music and European
cinema. He is enamoured of medieval and church music, especially
Gregorian chants, and many of his stage images are inspired by the

*

3 June 1999.
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paintings of Rodin, Hieronymus Bosch, Giotto, Rembrandt and
Pieter Bruegel. More often than not, the starting point for a
production is a group of images and sounds that attach themselves
to a particular subject or some nebulous idea or a strong feeling.
Then the hunting for a text that can mediate them begins, and if after
going through dozens of plays he finds none that suits, Abul Su' ood
will sit down and write his own script, often combining many
sources in the form of a collage. Processing the tentative script into
an integral audio-visual conception follows, and at this stage
Ihab Abdul Latif's collaboration is indispensable. The two work
closely together for weeks, sometimes months, talking, sketching,
arguing, listening to dozens of tapes and poring over art books. They
do it mostly in cafes, and when they were preparing Briaska II they
found their way to my cosy and modestlypriced little cafe in
Muhandiseen and for three months were a permanent fixture there.
Dropping there one morning for a quick coffee, I found Abul
Su'ood slumped on a table across an art book and heaps of scribbled
papers and sketches. The waiter told me he had spent the whole night
there and that Ihab had left him at four in the morning. It was then that I
learnt that Abul Su'ood had left the family home because his father, a
well-to-do textile merchant, objected to his pursuing a career in theatre
and wanted him to join him in the business. For a make-shift home he
took over a deserted flower stall (formerly a gate-keeper's hut) in the
derelict garden of the shut-down house of an old aunt in Nasr City. As
resourceful in life as in the theatre, the frequent allusions to Abul
Su' ood's "hut", "shack", and "hideout", which I had taken for a joke,
were after all true.
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Throughout one is constantly and vividly reminded of the great
Russian critic Mikhail Bakhtin, particularly his two seminal books on
the novel, The Dialogic Imagination and Rabelais and his World.
Indeed, at certain points, Kundera seems to be echoing Bakhtin's
definition of the novel as a force, "novelness", rather than a genre, and
of its language as heteroglossia, or infinitely fragmented languages in
battle with each other. Adopting as artistic criteria Bakhtin's concepts of
the polyphonic novel (of the novel as the "maximally complete register
of all social voices of the era"), of the dialogic principle which
undermines the hegemony of any one single discourse, relativizing and
de-privileging it, making it aware of competing definitions of the same
thing, and of the carnivalesque, or carnival laughter, as a liberating
energy and a force which serves to subvert ossified hierarchies and stale
judgements, Kundera rates Diderot's novel over its English model.
Whereas "Tristram Shandy is the monologue of a single narrator, ...
Diderot uses five narrators who interrupt one another to tell the novel's
stories" (which all consist in dialogue) in the form of dialogue, so that
the novel as a whole "is nothing but a big, noisy conversation."
Besides, while "Sterne's book is a compromise between the spirit of
freethinking and the spirit of sentimentality,. a nostalgic memory of
Rebelaisian revelry in the antechamber of Victorian modesty," as
Kundera puts it, "Diderot's novel is an explosion of impertinent
freedom without self-censorship, of eroticism without sentimental
alibis."
Commenting on Bakhtin's concept of "carnival laughter", a critic
once said : "You could read all of Bakhtin as an extended, dialogic
footnote to Heraclitus and to his various reincarnations : Menippus,
Cervantes, Sterne, Gogol, Diderot and, especially, Rabelais." And in
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in a duel and Jacques is arrested in his place, Jacques cries out : "The
stupidities written- on high ! Oh, Master, he who wrote our story on
high must have been a very bad poet, the worst of bad poets, the king,
the·emperor of bad poets !" And when he is fortuitously saved by the
sudden, deus-ex-machina-like arrival of Bigre, the friend he duped, he
is overcome with laughter and exclaims: "Here I was, telling off a bad
poet for being such a bad poet, and what does he do but quickly send
me you to correct his bad poem. And I tell you, Bigre, even the worst
of poets couldn't have come up with a more cheerful ending for his bad
poem !" Indeed, the· whole of history, as Jacques, the earthy
philosopher, remarks at another point, is made up of bad poems,
rewritten over and over so that no one knows anymore who they are or
what the original poem was like.
This delightfully cheeky, refreshingly irreverent, robustly erotic
and daringly skeptical text (which is also warm-heart�d, genially
tolerant of human folly and sadly cognizant of the shortness of life, its
underlying loneliness, many thwarted dreams and unfulfilled longings)
could not have been performed in Egypt anywhere else but at
r
Al-Hanager. Only a person of Hoda Wasf's
integrity, faith, and
courage could have risked it, or fought as hard to defend it against the
hysterical swords of the censors. It was given in a smooth, accurate and
eminently actable colloquial Arabic translation by Mohamed Metwally,
sensitively_ and_ lovingly directed and designed by. the prize-son of
Al-Hanager and Wasfi's special protege, the surprisingly gifted
Mohamed Abul Su'ood (with his closest artistic-associate Ihab Abdul
Latif as executive director), and superbly actedwith zest�ul panache and
subtle finesse by the members of his Shrapnel troupe. The talented,
technically versatile and highly disciplined cast included: the dark and
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The Lady of Secrets

*

Shrapnel's latest production, Phaedra, or The Lady of Secrets
(originally, Meta-Phaedra), is a new anti-patriarchy, anti-US reading of
the old Greek myth in which the father is a vain philanderer who, in one
thunderous, megalomaniac harangue, identifies himself as the sole,
super, mightiest and richest power in the world. Unlike King Theseus
in the myth or in Euripides's Hippolytus, he dies while away from
home; but just as Phaedra, who chafes at the marriage bit and
finds him thoroughly disgusting, is about to breathe a sigh of relief,
he pops up again, lik� the proverbial bad penny, on a short
leave from the underworld to punish her and his son. Phaedra kills
herself with poison not out of fear, shame, or guilt, but, rather,
because she finds life with the likes of her husband in charge
unbearably dull and boring. As for the son, Hippolytus, rather than
have Poseidon, the Greek god of the sea, destroy him on the
father's orders · as happens in the myth, Mohamed Abul Su' ood
leaves the audience to decide his fate. Opening with funerary rites and
a quote from the ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead, asking them to
rise for the final judgment, the play ends with Phaedra's old nurse,
presented as a clairvoyant, asking the audience, having listened to
the characters innermost thoughts, to give their verdict by offering
each member, in tum, a choice between a dagger and a candle.
Though deeply rebellious in outlook and intent (subversive, some
would call it) and, by Egyptian standards, shockingly outspoken about
*

30 August 2001.
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up of a string of internal monologues, or soliloquies, interspersed with
the nurse's comments and incantations, it has no dialogue in the real
sense. But as. the monologues rise and ebb, flow in and recede,
sexual passion and flagrantly iconoclastic about marriage and the family
intersecting, overlapping and counterpointing each other, a subtle
structure, Abul Su'ood's Meta-Phaedra is very poetic and lyrical. Made
dramatic tension of the kind we experience in music is generated and
up of a string of internal monologues, or soliloquies, interspersed with
delicately builds up to the rhythm of the sea. Visually absent from the
the nurse's comments and incantations, it has no dialogue in the real
set, the sea is nevertheless vividly evoked in the text and its pervasive
sense. But as. the monologues rise and ebb, flow in and recede,
presence (a clear throwback to the legend of Hippolytus's horrible
intersecting, overlapping and counterpointing each other, a subtle
death on the rocky shore) lends a sombre atmosphere, an enveloping
dramatic tension of the kind we experience in music is generated and
sense of doom, constantly sounding a tragic note in the background.
delicately builds up to the rhythm of the sea. Visually absent from the
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and coffee machines. The performance soundtrack, arranged by Tamer
Though time and place are left deliberately vague, the characters
Said from a number of CDs provided by the author, including the
keep their original Greek names, which link them firmly to the past,
Kurdish Astrakan Cafe by Anouar Brahem, the French N'oublie pas,
while making pointed references to the present : Ha des, or the
by Rene Aubry, Japanese music by Kitaro Moudilla, and Indian music
underworld, exists side by side with McDonald's, Marlboro cigarettes
by the Supramaniam troupe, as well as music from North Africa, is
and coffee machines. The performance soundtrack, arranged by Tamer
equally ambitious, encompassing many cultures and ages, and is quite
Said from a number of CDs provided by the author, including the
fascinating in an eerie sort of way. As a director-turned-playwright,
Kurdish Astrakan Cafe by Anouar Brahem, the French N'oublie pas,
Abul Su' ood has been wonderfully thorough, scripting the movement,
by Rene Aubry, Japanese music by Kitaro Moudilla, and Indian music
music, set and props in his text, down to the smallest detail.
by the Supramaniam troupe, as well as music from North Africa, is
equally ambitious, encompassing many cultures and ages, and is quite
fascinating in an eerie sort of way. As a director-turned-playwright,
Abul Su' ood has been wonderfully thorough, scripting the movement,
music, set and props in his text, down to the smallest detail.
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While such texts which seem to cover every aspect of the
performance usually incense directors; making them feel redundant,
Hani El-Mettenawi, a gifted actor and dancer who has worked with
Abul Su' ood for many years, helping him found and run his Shrapnel
independent theatre troupe and starring in many of ·his productions,

seems happy enough to follow the author's instructions in his debut
as director. But this is far from being slavish following; it is, rather,
an instance of deep mutual understanding and shared sensibility,
based by years of working together to create the kind of theatre they
like.
With a strong cast, featuring Nora Amin as Phaedra, Hanan
Yusef as the nurse, Mohamed Shindi as Theseus and Hani
El-Mette�nawi as Hippolytus, an effective colour-scheme
ranging from cream to brown, exploding into deep wine-red in
Phaedra's revealing dress, an austere economy in props and an
intimate set (by Ibrahim Ghareeb ), shared by the actors and
audience, and consisting of a small room with dark walls and only
one door and one window for openings, MetaPhaedra is likely
to prove a rich, provocative and emotionally charges experience.
But if you decide to go, try to be there in plenty of time before
the show starts, since Phaedra's room can only acco�odate 60
spectators at a time*

* See also the last two pages of the section entitled "Slowly but Surely" in Part I.
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A Note on Oedipus The Leader*
Another Cultural Development Fund production, to take part in this
year's CIFET is by Al-Ma'bad [The Temple] theatre company. Though
titled Oedipus, The Leader, it.is .based on three texts, all dealing with
the story of Oedipus : Jean- Cocteau's La Machine Infernale,
Sophocles's Oedipus Rex and Ali Salem's You Killed the Beast. Other
material is also interwoven, such as excerpts. from Jean Cocteau's
memoirs in.Egypt, speeches from Aeschylus'_s Prometheus Bound and
choruses from various other Greek plays. Apart from the innovative
text, the show, entitled Oedipus the Leader, promises a very exciting
scenography, with video projections of old films and specially filmed
footage of the actors, including a scene where Oedipus machine-guns
Laius down after a dispute as to whose Mercedes has the right of way.
In addition, there is a specially constructed catwalk that divides the
AUC Wallace Theatre lengthwise and a crucified Prometheus suffering
patiently in the balcony. Ahmed El-Attar's actors are exceptionally
sensitive and well-trained; the majority of them were trained in theatre
either at the AUC or abroad. This made it possible for El-Attar, the
director, to present the show in three different languages : Arabic,
French and English. When I watched a rehearsal of Oedipus the Leader,
I thought it stood a very good chance of malting an impression on the
international jury if chosen to represent Egypt at the contest.
Unfortunately, however, the troupe applied for funding rather late with
the result that the show will not be ready before the committee's
* 29 August 1996.
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independent theatre groups had to put up with to put on a show. Over
the years they have learnt to cope with the scarcity of funds, publicity
and performance spaces. But the last thing they need is a secret army of
little censors who can infiltrate any place and spring upon you any
moment. They could manage one censor, especially when he is as
liberal and enlightened as the current one, Ali Abu S hadi, but not an
army, or even a small battalion. (I wonder how many there really are ?)
If theatre must be censored at all, it should be done by people who
understand theatre and not some bureaucrat, however proficient in his
or her field. And since it is ridiculous to assume that theatre switches
identities once it steps inside a foreign cultural centre, this rule should
apply to the productions hosted there.
On Friday, I attended Al-Lajnah; and though l had been told
earlier about the offending bits I spent the whole 45 minutes trying to
puzzle out why anyone should find this pungent black comedy
offensive - unless, of course, it was the truth. Some people, as Eliot
wisely said, "cannot bear too much reality." Even real-life
terminology, it seems, is offensive to some : an actual military term,
"mule company," was taken by our little censor as an insult - a clear
case of if the shoe fits, wear it.
The reality portrayed in Al-Lajnah is an unsettling combination of
the familiar, the sinister, the tragic and the absurd. What starts out as a
seemingly ordinary interview, despite the strong dose of caricature,
soon develops into a grotesque and nightmarish interrogation session
where the hapless applicant is bullied, terrorised, mentally harassed
and physically abused. No wonder he begins to stutter ,
grows progressively more frenzied and incoherent, and finally
collapses. The distortion of the ordinary begins in the very first scene
where an office boy, dressed as a waiter, walks in ceremoniously,
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leading a black dog, which he chains to one side of the hall, then
proceeds to dust the table and chairs in the manner of a priest
performing a religious ritual. As soon as the foppish, puffed-up
boss prances in, leading two female assistants, a slinky redhead
and a glowering brunette, the menial undergoes a transformation :
he turns into a dog, panting, begging and fawning on the boss who
affectionately pats his head. The contrast between this travesty and
the real dog, lying happily on the floor, set up a metaphorical web of
correspondences. The phrase "the underdog" became a concrete
image, and so did King Lear's ''a dog is obeyed in office".
The dramatic formula of the ordinary situation which gradually
takes on sinister overtones is not new of course. What sets this play
apart from the rest, however, and gives it its distinct flavour, is not
only its bleak revelation of the many frustrations that beset the
majority of Egyptian young people today and their pervasive sense of
helplessness and hopelessness, but also the rhythm and structure of
the dialogue. Moments of deceptive calm, forced geniality, and
artificial bonhomie alternated with rapid-fire barrages of questions
meant to intimidate rather than elicit information or draw out the
applicant. A lot of the comedy stemmed from the rapidity of the
questions which left him no time to think about his answers ("Are
you a Muslim ? / Yes. l Is your wife veiled?/ Yes./ Are you
married?/ No.") It also came from his excessive eagerness to
please, which led him regularly to parrot the boss's pretentious
views and even his reminiscences, down to his inflection and tone
of voice ("When I was in America, I watched a lot of television./ Have
you ever been to America?/ No.") A further source of hilarity was
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his unconfessed ignorance of foreign languages, while the questions
were thrown at him in Arabic, English and French.
Trilingualism, in varying degrees, is a feature of The Temple's
productions. Intertextuality is another. Here, verses from the Qur' an,
Christ's "Do not think I have come to· bring peace to the world"
(Matthew 10:34), press cuttings, a sentence from Andre Breton's
L'Amour Fou, pop songs and nursery rhymes were woven into the
text, especially when the applicant had withdrawn into his own private
world of fragmented memories, broken images and insane
hallucinations. The intricate rhythm of the dialogue, the intimate space
at the Howard, and the interaction with the audience built into the text
put a tremendous burden on all five performers and they did a fine job.
Though most of the parts were stock types, drawn with broad stokes,
except perhaps for the applicant, the actors - Mahmoud Nofal as the
office boy, Salah Fahrni as the boss, Nadine Khan and Noha Farouk as
his assistants, and Mustafa Hashish as the applicant - managed to
infuse them with a kind of sinister depth and a hint of surreal horror. A
pity that such a clean, well-written, finely acted and exciting new
production should have left the little censor so completely out of his
depth that the only thing he felt he could do was try to quarantine it
immediately. Perhaps he was worried that an epidemic of good theatre
might spread.
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an ancient Egyptian young ·woman sacrificed to the Nile in the well
known Pharonic annual ritual; and Anees El-Galees from the Arabian
Nights. Churchill's Marlene, as the Egyptian Nayra, kept her
contemporary status as a woman of the nineties, and her Pope Joan kept
her medieval one though speaking in colloquial Arabic.
Churchill's setting was also completely changed : a desert scene
with heaps of sand and rocky hills at the back replaced the posh
restaurant in the original text. The moods of the characters too, and their
relationships underwent a sizeable change. Here, the relaxed
atmosphere of a jovial dinner party, with women drinking and
nattering, gave way to an atmosphere of loneliness, reminiscent at once
of Beckett's desolate landscapes and Sartre's Buis.Clos.
Indeed, the ghost of Beckett is conjured up even before the show
begins :· as the ?,udience 'Yalk in, they can clearly see Nayra (the
contemporary business woman): despite the dimmed stage, buried up to
her neck in sand like Winnie in Hqppy Days - a position which she
keeps until half way thr(?ugh the play. What is more, Nayra's first

ame:
words which opcm-the -play have a distinct Beckettian ring and· the s_

cryptic quality typical of his dialogue. Immediately after, the traveller
(Awatit), played by Maysa Zaka, bursts but of a coffin-like box at the
back to frenziedly ask, ec�oing Beckett's Vladimir and Estragon, when
they can_ move.
Meanwhile, the Pharaonic bride of the Nile conducts her water
rituals, climbing a pyramid-like structure carrying a jug, then pouring
water from the top into a huge um· at the foot of the stage. This ritual is
performed intermittently throughout the show arid at one point she
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Desertscape II

*

Al-Hanager's contribution to the CIFET this year is, as usual,
young and exuberant. Three productions have already been seen by the
public (Mannequin, Desertscape II, and Joseph the Tiger) of which
Manneqin was nominated for viewing by the selection committee.
Al-Hanager would have done much better to choose Effat Yehya's
flamboyant and frothy satire on life in Egypt today. Desertscape II is
based on Alastair Cording's play Lanark, translated and adapted by
Ahmed Ismail with the director. The original was severely cut down,
modified and Egyptianised, and infused with poems by Salah Jahine
and Eliah Abu Mady, excerpts from Edna O'Brien's Virginia, Botho
Strauss's The Time and the Room, old Egyptian songs and many
barbed satirical parodies of politicians, preachers and popular
entertainers.
Structurally, it resembles boxes within boxes, with each story
generating a new one. It begins with the creation of the world, where
two spirits representing art and music (one spirit wears a hat with the
· handle of a lute sticking out from it, the other a headgear topped with a
palette) introduce light and sound into the world at the instructions of a
mysterious 'creator'. It prc_>ceeds to present an image of a doomed
society of political charlatans, frustrated lovers, oppressed artists, drug
addicts and lost souls - all riddled with skin cancer to boot - and
ends with the appearance of the mysterious creator / author, a la
Pirandello in Six Characters in Search of an Author, who goes on to
write the disastrous final scene.
* 29 August 1996.
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Confessions and Confrontations*

It is always a mistake to arrive late at a show, however, slightly, or
leave before the final curtain; or the now more fashionable final black
out. But if you do, you would be well advised, especially if you happen
to be a critic, to keep your trap firmly shut and resist any temptation to
air your views on what you have seen however much you are provoked
to the contrary. I pride myself on being always on time and on having
managed over the years to build up the necessary stamina for tolerating
the intolerable and stoically sitting through the endless, incredibly
insipid ramblings of the deadliest of deadly boring shows. My friends
detect a hidden masochistic streak in this, but I call it prqfessionalism.
Another reason is that on the rare occasions when I arrived late or when
my power of endurance -let me down and gave way somewhere before
the offici� end, when it seemed to me that the show had already
fizzled out halfway through and I sneaked out, I always ended up
feeling guilty. You think no one will notice, but they do; and if you
meet a member pf the cast or crew afterwards, as is bound to happen,
you will invariably be told : "Pity you came late", or "left before the
end. You missed the crucial scene which makes sense of everything."
It makes you feel sheepish as if you are caught playing truant.
The first time this happened, I was fool· enough to believe it and
rushed back to gaze on the loathsome piece .once more, hoping to
experience that magical glow _of enlightenment which the last bit would,
reportedly, -shed and miraculously transform the whole. Needless to
*

26 October 2000.
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say, I went away feeling I had sprouted two long ears and a tail. Ever
since I make a point of arriving early, even though Egyptian shows
never start on time, and leaving last. More often than not, this entails a
minimum of half an hour's wait and many cups of perfectly nauseating
turbid liquid masquarading as turkish coffee and bought at highly
exaggerated prices; but anything is better than being taunted with
having missed the magical key to the whole thing or, worse still, having
to undergo the torture of watching the thing again if it turns out to be
lousy.
Last week, for the first time in years, I was late for a show. I set
out in good fime, but when I finally arrived at the French Cultural
Centre in Munira,' after a particularly nasty battle with the raucous Cairo
traffic, the first part of Effat Yehya's double bill, Les Rythmes de la
Memoire and Le Tobogan, had started. I was deeply vexed; not
because, as in some other cases, I would have to come again .(I always
do that anyway iri the case of Yehya's work and see her productions
more than once for the sheer plea�ure of the experience), but like
someone who had been looking forward to a special meal and starved
herself in anticipation, then arrived late for the first course.
I tiptoed into the darkened theatre and was invisibly guided to a seat
facing a shiny white catwalk which stretched from the stage to the
middle of the auditorium. I made out a shadowy female figure, wrapped
in trailing gauze, rolling and writhing on it to the tunes of.a live band
ensconsed below the stage on one side and hardly visible except for the
singer, Sayed Shafik, who was placed above them on the stage an�
spotlighted. Strumming his lute, he sang Nida' Abu Mtirad's famous
song, Al-Atmatu Hawli Tashtadu (The Darkness is Deepening Around
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(telling the man that rather than pick up his jacket which she had thrown
in the dust when he offered it to her, to mollify him, she would assign
her skirt to the same fate), then walked off proudly into the auditorium
in her knickers, I gaped in utter bafflement, feeling a complete dunce.
I met Effat outside the door and asked her the name of the play I
had just seen and she said it was B.M. Koltès's La Solitude dans les
Champs de Coton which she had translated into Arabic from an
English translation, had her translation revised against the French
original by Yves Glass, then adapted it and rechristened her version
'lqa'at min al-Zakirah (Memory of Rythms). I had feared she would
ask me what I thought, and she did. Crushed and mortified by my
obtuseness, I stammered vaguely that I thought it was "interesting" but
would have to see it again before I could say since I had arrived late.
"Of course," she said: "that business with the jacket at the beginning is
very important. It explains a lot of things." Ah ! So that was it; there
was a missing link after all and I had missed it because of the stupid
traffic.
The next day I was there half an hour before 'lqa 'at was due to
start and was the first into the auditorium, looking forward to that
business with the jacket which would clarify everything. I soon
discovered I had already seen it the previous day. I had only missed the
sight of Mirette Michel slithering down a row of seats from the back of
the auditorium to the edge of the catwalk before she topped it and that
took no more than three minutes. Watching the business with the jacket
and the whole play a second time did not improve mattt?rs and I walked
out at the end as baffled as ever. If I did not know Effat and respect her
work I �uld have dismissed the whole thing as an elaborate, puerile
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prank, or a pretentious, titillating stunt. But knowing her, I felt there
was a mystery somewhere and decided to pursue it.
I asked her for the text; she only had it in Christopher Rathbone's
English translation which was issued free to audience members when
the play was performed at the Edinburgh Festival a few years ago. The
copy she gave me was a shoddy, mangled typescript, quite illegible in
parts and with the first few pages and many words and whole sentences
missing. Nevertheless, it did the trick and dispelled the mystery. It was
clear at once where Effat had gone wrong.and why her version seemed
so strained, artificial, opaque and muddled. Koltès's play is not about a
man. and a woman or the intricate mechanisms of desire, attraction,
rejection and repulsion in the context of heterosexual relationships. It
features two men, both homosexuals, but sharply differentiated as
opposites in terms of race, colour, education, wealth, social class,
mode of life and system of values. One is a pauper, a hooker, a
mugger, a potential rapist and black. ("But what darkness could be
thick enough to make you appear any less black than itself ?" the client
tells him in Rathbone's translation). He skulks in the dark; inhabits the
murky lower. depths with the "rubbish -that's been chucked from
windows"; he has not "come down from anywhere", does not "intend
on going up", and steers "clear of lifts the way a dog avoids water."
The other is a respectable, upright, middle-class, law-abiding pillar of
society who only moves "along-the straightest of lines", does not "take
a single step that wasn't sanctioned, authorised and legal, awash with
electric light even in the slenderst nooks", and firmly believes· that
"there is neither peace nor law in the elements of Nature", that
"all natural light and all unfiltered air and the unadjusted temperatures
of the seasons :µiake the world hazardous". Nevertheless, he is as
much of a whore as his opposite, as he admits; "but if I am", he says,
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"my brothel ... spreads out its goods under the light of the law, and
shuts its doors in the evening, being registered according to law and
lit by electric light".
The chance meeting is soon revealed as inevitable since, according
to the client, "there is no way anyone going from one height to another
can avoid coming down, for having to go back up later on, in this
fashion creating the absurd situation of two self-eliminating
movements ... and the moment the lift drops you off at ground level
it condemns you to tramp through everything you wanted to get away
from up there, through a heap of rotten memories." What begins as a
simple situation of sexual solicitation rapidly develops psychological,
social and even metaphysical connotations and is poetically
metamorphosed into a ritualistic battle, a kind of dance of death
which ends with blood "flowing on both sides." And though this
blood unites the two men "like a couple of Indians next to the fire
who exchange their blood surrounded by wild animals," as the client

.,.

says at the end, it does not bring -about the reconciliation of
opposites. Rather, it yields a horrendous irony : the dealer can
neither love, dominate, conquer or kill the client because he is already
dead, or, in the client's words, "because first of all a man dies, then
seeks his death, and finally chances upon it on the risky path from one
light to another light, and says : so that's all it was".
In Egyptian slang, what Effat kept of the dialogue sounds
convoluted and rings false, and the stylized set, faintly suggestive of the
inside of a Buddhist monk's cell, fails to injectit with poetry or give it a
,;

philosophical, quasi-religious aura as, I think, she intended. The setting
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in the origin� play is more powerful and-dramatic. The English copy I
have gives no stage directions, but the title and the dialogue vividly
suggest a dark, festering void, with the lights of civilization glimmetj.ng
in the distance, or a rubbish dump at the edge of a cotton field, with the
heavy, humid heat thick with the stink of blood and rottenness.
"Why change the basic .situation and with it the whole drift and
mood of the play ?" I asked Effat, and her answer - that the
relationships of men and women were more relevant to Egyptian
audiences than relationships between homosexuals - did not convince
me. Was it that tiny little censor inside most of us who curbed her style
and made her compromise the text ?
The second part of the evening, however, was sheer delight and
more than made up for the disappointment of the first. Effat was here
on safe grounds. With a perfectly respectable (though over.:worked)
middle-class wife and mother for a heroine, and no tramps, hookers or
gays loitering anywhere, the little censor could happily go to sleep.
Yehya was really in her element here and quite at home with Claire
Flohr's Veronique, la vie commence a 5h.30, (an adaptation of Armand
Gatti's La Journee d'une Infermiere, OU Pourquoi les Animaux
Domestiques), translated into Arabic by Minha El-Batrawi and adapted
or, rather, Egyptianized by Yehya and retitled Al-Zuhliqah (The Slide
or Le Tobogan, according to the programme). The play is basically one
long
' self-revealing monologue, delivered by a woman while she
washes the floor. Alternately addressed at the audience and a close
friend on the phone, it draws a vivid, humorous picture of the daily
routine of this woman's life as a school teacher, wife and mother of two
children.
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or glitter ?!) As for the so-called "sexual perversion," I am quite at a
loss where to locate it, unless we regard childbirth, a woman feeling her
breasts (as we are advised by gynaecologists to do regularly to detect
early tumors), a gluttonous priest attending a dying person (death in
itself is sufficiently obscene, as someone once shrewdly remarked), a
young man fondling a rag doll, a young woman alternately gazing at
herself in a small mirror and looking out of a mashrabeyya window, a
woman doing her washing manually and getting progressively more
and more exhausted, within sight of an old, battered and antiquated
washing machine overflowing with suds, as acts denoting "sexual
perversion".
I suspect that the offending article was the small wooden wheel
which one of the two actresses (Brecht's two Annas) held between her
bare legs, turning it rhythmically as a substitute for the sexual
gratification denied her by social taboos� In this cynically ironical
"boy-meets-girl" scene, the "coy mistress" at once invites and repels the
lover; he stridently advances towards her, then halts in mid-career and
-freezes. When he finally tires of trying to wade across the clogged
stream that separates them, he, after many frustrated and frustrating
attempts, freezes, retires to a comer of the room to console himself with
a rag doll. The woman, in her tum, retires behind a screen and gets to
work with her wheel, transforming it into an arid symbol of the cycle of
life.
In Brecht's Seven Deadly bourgeois Sins, a ballet cantata for
which Kurt Weill composed the music, two sisters - Anna I and
Anna II - set out into the world to earn enough money to build a
house for their family in Louisiana. In the course oftheir journey, they
visit seven
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cities in each of which they are tempted by one of the deadly sins. In
this political parable, the _sins are portrayed in the figure of
transgressions against capitalist society. In Ghanem's Journey,
however, the family house is already too solidly there and bears in its
fascinating architecture all the signs of the patriarchal value-system. As
in all "environmental. theatre" and "performance art" works, not only
audience participation, but audience perambulation as well is absolutely
required, and the burden of the process of meaning-production falls
squarely on the shoulders of the viewer.
For some, Hani Ghanem's·Joumey (a fantastic guided night tour
of the Zeinab Khatoun House, with a crazy dervish in rags as the guide,
and nothing but the thin light of his torch to help us make our way
through the narrow passages of the house and up its steep stairways)
felt like a vivid, metaphoric reliving of life's journey between birth and
death. The seven rooms evoked not just Brecht's seven cities, but also,
thr�ugh the visually riveting scenes they contained, the seven stages of
human life so eloquently listed and described by Shakespeare's Jaques
in As You Like It. For others, among whom I number myself, it felt
like a pungently acid portrayal of the lot of women in the third world perhaps the world over. From the labour of birtl:i (with Shahira astride a
tar-blackened barrel and wired up to a mass of plastic tubes) through the
pangs of waiting for the "knight in shining armour" and the shy, guilty
exploration of the body, to the burying and mourning of sons and
husbands killed in war, the tour felt like an oppressive nightmare. And
what a relief it was to emerge from the memories-encrusted rooms into
the open courtyard.
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In his speech at the closing ceremony, American director George
Bartenieff, the head of the international jury, also expressed his deep
personal admiration for an Egyptian production which he had watched
outside his official viewing schedule. It was .the first time ever a fringe
showing got a public commendation from a member of the international
jury, let alone its head. For some inscrutable reason, neither the title of
the production nor the name of its creator were spelt out. But many of
those present, all the members of the jury and everyone actively
involved in the festival knew that the show in question was Hani
Ghanem's Madness of the Gods. It was the only production Bartenieff
had watched outside the competition; besides, only one day before the
closing ceremony, he had bumped into Ghanem by chance outside the
lift on the first floor of the Cairo Sheraton, warmly shook his hand an�
loudly hailed him as "a great-artist" in the presence of Italian-German
director Roberto Ciulli, American playwright Karen Malpede, myself
.

.

and a bunch of critics and journalists.
Understandably, I was deeply vexed that Bartenieff did not mention
Ghanem and his work by name. In the interval between the
announcement of the awards and the performance of the winning
production (the Egyptian Kohl Pillow, conceived and directed by
lntisar Abdul Fattah, a former member of the independent theatre
movement), I asked Samir Gharib, the head of the Cultural
Development Fund which, together with the Goethe Institute in Cairo,
had sponsored the work, for an explanation. He told me som�what
vaguely that Bartenieff had been advised not to mention Ghanem or
his show by name so as not to confuse people. I could not see
how calling things by their proper names�ould create confusion;
but before I could clarify this point, or discover the source of this
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curious advice, Gharib had melted away into the crowd.
I was consoled by the fact that in the meeting held with Ghanem at
the Sheraton on September 10, the day before the end of the festival, to
discuss the work, Roberto Ciulli had spoken warmly and with deep
insight about it. He described it as an imaginative historical narrative
rendered in a concrete, original way and a poignant protest against the
destructive forces of the present and its erosion of human civilization.
He also praised its lively and meaningful fusion of different arts and its
active involvement of the audience while refusing to categorize it. "You
can call it anything you like, performance art, ·multi-media theatre or
what you will," he said; "but for me," he added, "there are only two
kinds of theatre : a dead theatre and a living theatre, and Ghanem's
Madness of the Gods certainly belongs to the latter."
The work, which falls in three movements, begins in the dimly
lighted open courtyard of Maison Zeinab _ Khatoun where_ four
demented, puerile and lollipop-sucking gods and goddesses, in white
T-shirts and black shorts and trousers, alternately cajole, harass and
caress the audience, who are made to sit on the floor, on a checked
black and while plastic sheet, bordered with lit candles, around a
gigantic ladder, and end up fencing them in with wire-mesh screens and
pelting them with newspaper balls while leaping �ound monkey-like,
screami�g and yelling before disappearing. As the lights grow even
dimmer and the audience squeeze through the gaps between the screens,
the second movement begins. It involves our journeying through a
maze of interconnected rooms, up and down narrow passages and
staircases, guided by candles places on the floor. All the rooms are
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"coming out" of his prize student as choreographer, I do not know; but
last Saturday, when Al-Radwa started a three-night run at Al-Hanager
before moving to other sites, I found him hugging everybody after the
performance. The Tonsis had not disappointed him, nor me, for all it is
worth.
Like Aouni; El-Tonsi uses movement and dance as vehicles for
self-expression and self-exploration, and comes up with highly
subjective imaginative constructions that have a kind of personal
urgency and are imbued with the unsettling anxiety of a vaguely
perceived and dimly understood dream. The movement patterns and
sequences are wavering and exploratory rather than definitive; and
though the composition as a whole openly draws on the kinetic
vocabulary of indigenous rituals (which explains the relative
absence of straight lines and flyaway movements and the abundance
of circles, ripples, swirls and spirals), its attitude to these rituals
and practices remains teasingly prevaricating and ambivalent.
The ambivalence is structured into the piece, or rather, it is the
structural principle which organizes the varied folkloric material into a
developing pattern of parallels and counterpoints, and informs it with
dramatic tension and irony.It even informs the costumes design (which
in the case of the female dancers suggests a modem woman's salopette
and the traditional costume of the Harem's odalesques, and irt the case
of the dervish both a wizard and an angel) and also controls the simple
design of the set - a huge mirror giving us a back view of the action
· on stage, splitting it, as it were, into two simultaneous contrasting
scenes. In the absence of a narrative line, the ·sequences of images are
linked throug� a central theme: a spiritual search for peace, harmony
and faith, and the unity of body, mind and soul.
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American), and with every step and movement transformed their bodies
into living cultural bridges and claimed the world as their own. In their
presence, and under their graceful, nimble feet, the stage of the cosy
theatre at the French Cultural Centre became the whole world, or rather,
the world became their appropriated stage, physical space, and cultural
playground.
Karim's simple conception of the show as an extravaganza
consisting of a number of parodic items presented in a cabaret (and
possibly inspired by Liza Minnilli's famous song Life is a Cabaret)
was complemented and enriched by Sherif El-Boraii's multiple
stage-set which suggested several settings enclosed within each
other and superimposed upon each other; with a few simple,
carefully chosen props ( old photographs, an arc of coloured bulbs,
a curtain made of strings of beads, a dressing table and a piano),
the stage became alternately and, sometimes, all at once : the
stately home of an old family; a seedy music hall, American bar or
night club; a sleazy oriental joint; a ball room; a posh teenagers' party;
and a nursery where children indulge in fantasies and mimic
grown-ups and what they see in cinema, on stage, or on television.
The final impression was one of liberation, tolerance, integrity,
and, also - quite poignantly - transience. As Karim and his wonderful
butterflies skipped !>lithely across many cultural fields, one could not
help wondering how long they can guard their freedom, sustain their
sense of global integration and of being at home in the world and its
human heritage against the winds of fanaticism, cultural
fundamentalism, and nationalistic bigotry. But then, this painful sense
of transience invariably assaults one whenever the metaphor of the
world as a stage or life as cabaret is projected from the boards. And in
Extravaganza, it was the source of inspiration and the moving spirit.
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The atmospheric music, sensitive deployment of light and shadow
and careful manipulation of the lighting in terms of intensity, shape,
direction and colour, as well as the original composition of the stage
and set provided the actors with a fitting frame which bolstered their
performances. Of the three, Kamal Soliman was the only professional
and his experience was an asset. He played the husband with
impressive economy and skill. Though the audience were told clearly at
the outset that in the real murder story Duras used, the wife confessed
to the crime and spent a term in prison, Soliman managed to capture and
frame the elusive hints Duras plants in the dialogue to raise suspicion
about the husband's guilt. The audience responded as in a murder·
thriller, with attentive silence charged with suspense, hanging on his
every word and frantically trying to decode what he says or find a due
to what he leaves unsaid. By the end of the scene, both he and the
audience realize he is guilty - but of a crime not punishable under the
law.
Maysa Zaka, a brilliant theatre critic who appeared on the stage
once before in Effat Yehya's Dese�tscape (in which Amin also
played) and occasionally appears in the graduation film projects of.
the cinema institute, was a lucky choice and a wonderful surprise.
Though much younger than Claire, she brought to the part warmth,
tenderness and a wistful charm without sacrificing the character's
innate vitality, psychic energy, capriciousness and terrible capacity
for love and pain. She handled the tonal shifts and changes of mood
with ease and confidence, always with an undercurrent of poignant
pathos, and her sensitive, unmade up face reflected every fleeting
shade and nuance of feeling. In a second, it could change from cloudy
to sunny, grow pensive or light up with joy, become childlike and
helpless or embittered and wrinkled with age. The only thing missing
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in her performance was an intimation of murderous violence. One
could never imagine this charming, lovable, infinitely
sympathetic and pathetic creature-as a homicidal maniac. Her talk
of cutting up the corpse and the difficulty she had disposing of the
head and similar gory details had a strange ring and sounded like the
delusions of a wracked mind. But, perhaps Nora Amin meant us to
take it this way to consolidate the metaphoric status of the murder.
Still, I would have preferred the occasional glint of madness.
The English Lover had only a four-day run, hardly enough time

for a performance to set and take its final shape. It is supposed to play
in Alexandria next month, and until then, I hope Amin invests the time
in honing Ahmad El-Salakawi's performance as the police inspector.
He is a fine-looking young man, with a good voice, supple physique
and strong, attractive stage-presence. His acting, however, was often
brash in tone· and lacked conviction. He needs to learn the skill of
projecting energy towards his fellow actors as well as the audience,
whether silent or talking, and to modulate his voice and movement to
suit the emotional timber of the moment. He was at his best in the scene
in which he stood behind Claire's chair and silently hugged her head
between his hands. But that was largely the work of the director and the
lighting. Hopefully too, Nora will remember to lower the level of the
catwalk to give her future audiences a better view of the actors and save
them the trouble of craning their necks for two hours and ending up
with a painful cramp.
The time given to the slide projection also needs to be severely cut,
particularly in the long blackout between the two scenes. Initially, they
are supposed to trick the audience into believing they are.. about to watch
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history, they begin to mime ripping off their bodies in parts and hurling
them at us - legs, arms, eyes, hips and all.
The following sequence is a mock striptease in which they violently
divest themselves of one garment to reveal another underneath which
they proceed to peel off until we reach the last. Nora of course would
have loved to get rid of that as well, but this is as far as she could safely
go in our society. I remembered how she used the same trick to suggest
and simulate nudity in an earlier production. In The Box of Our Lives
she had taken off her black dress and stood in a skin-tight, flesh-colour
leotard scribbled all over with words in black letters. It was her
theatrical image for all the taboos historically inscribed on women's
bodies. Here, she left her performers in training suits or trousers and T
shirts and instead of writing the history of oppression on their bodies
she let them spell it out in movement all over the stage in big, bold
letters.
Nine unfolded as a series of concise, highly charged and cunningly

choreographed images, alternately involving the whole group or part of
it, in which case the rest of the performers sat at the far end of the stage
with their backs to us. In one sequence they all stand quite still while
some invisible weight seems to be bearing down on them from above,
trying to force them to their knees. You could feel the enormity of that
weight and their desperate resistance in the tension of the muscles, the
strained features, the look of desperate determination, the slight, almost
imperceptible quivering of the legs or shoulders as if a taut string were
about to snap. This silent, heroic resistance, which lasts for a few
minutes, becomes poignantly moving as one by one the bodies slowly
give way and begin to collapse. I� another, e'lually unforgettable
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Play it Safe*

Censorship, "in a variety of guises, has always haunted the Cairo
International Festival for Experimental Theatre. One year, a Venezuelan
modern dance· show was nearly banned on account of the dancers'
flimsy costumes. A private showing to a reviewing committee at the
small hall of the Opera house ended in a compromise : the dancers
agreed to wear tights underneath. An earlier and more flagrant instance
was the cancelling of the second scheduled performance · of a
Norwegian version of Hiroshima mon amour on account of nudity.
The nudity was actually confined to a: single, fleeting frontal view of _a

naked female body; but that momentary glimpse was enough to axe the
show.
In subsequent years, the festival guarded against such unwelcome
surprises; videotapes of the guest productions were requested in
advance and carefully scrutinized and vetted for any signs of nudity,
homosexuality, or profanity. Tights became obligatory and physical
contact between performers was viewed with deep suspicion, leading
the Egyptian member of the international jury one year to staunchly
resist and block an award to a foreign performance featuring two male
prisoners in a work camp.
Egyptian shows are even more grimly censored. Mansour
Mohamed's The Game which opened the festival one year is a case
in point. Behind the back of the Egyptian selection committee, he
had sneaked into the performance a new scene in which a belly
dancer tops a structure one side of which resembles Al-Ka'ba (the
* 27 August 1998.
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Islamic holy shrine in Mecca) and the other an oil barrel. The
consequences of this innocent escapade (intended as a dig against
religious hypocrisy, not against Islam) were tragic for him : his
show was banned, he was stopped from work, ferociously hounded
by the press and the·majority of critics and accused of blasphemy. His
heart gave in under the strain and he died six months later at the age of
thirty-two. A year later, Intisar Abdul Fattah almost met with a similar
fate when his Book of Exiles was misinterpreted by some as Zionist
propaganda. As if Jews were the only exiles in the world ! And in
1997, another young director, Hani Ghanem, came close to disaster
over a scene in his show, A Journey, featuring two nude males rolling
in mud and completely covered with it. He was ordered to provide them
with linen underwear, and despite his compliance, the show was
widely considered outrageous and drew some really vicious abuse on
moral grounds.
Year after year, one keeps hoping that the festival will rid itself of
the scourge of censorship which blots its reputation and damages its
credibility. Last week, however, I was given fresh proof that
censorship is as active as ever. After weeks of vexatious shilly
shallying, the public censor's office issued its verdict on Sameh
Mahran's The Boatman which has been in rehearsal for two months at
Al-Salam theatre; a truncated and bowdlerized version of the play will
be allowed two performances only during the festival and banned
afterwards in the interest of public morality.
The play, originally commissioned by the Eugene O'Neill Theatre
Centre during a visit by the author to the USA last year, centres on the
metaphor of drowning and fuses the themes of sexual frustration and
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streak, and a predilection for popular comedy, farce, and even
slapstick. Unfortunately, I have not seen any of their previous
productions which include many children's shows (I know of nine
performed between 1995 and 1997) as_ well as two new plays Claquette, 2nd Time, written and directed by Michel Maher (1996), and
I'm Calling You, by Kirollos Abdallah, also directed by Maher (1997).
But regardless of their quality, they have undoubtedly helped the team
to discover their potential, develop their skills, try out styles of acting,
and evolve that serio-comic approach to life which views it as a tragic
farce, bubbling with zany humour and sunny laughter on the surface,
but very dark and lonely underneath. In this respect, the choice of
You 're Free, and the adaptation it has been subjected to are very telling.
The prototype of El-Ramly's hero, significantly called 'Abdou' to
denote (liked the hero/victim of Salah Abdul Saboor's earlier verse
drama Night Travell er) all Egyptians, _is the Everyman of the
eponymous medieval English morality play; and, indeed, in its total
design which traces the earthly destiny of Abdou from birth to death,
and exposes his ceaseless search for freedom - through love, physical
strength, knowledge, religious faith, and money in tum - as a fruitless
quest, You're Free is fundamentally a modem morality with
political overtones and a forced socialist message. At the.end, we are
openly and directly told that individual salvation, i.e. freedom, is
conditional upon the liberation of all the oppressed of the earth in a kind
of universal franchise. In his introduction to the published text (198�),
the author admits his deep dissatisfaction with the play in its present
form, and I think that the main reason for this, and the one that explains
its rambling length, many false climaxes, and embarrassing hectoring of
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the ruler's consort and sole painter of the island, of Ahmed Shams as
the man with a single hair left, of Mohamed El-Isawi as the undertaker
out of a job, and of Eman El-Baraa as the island's seductive dancer.
Equally promising and impressive were the performances of Mohamed
Salama, Isam Mustafa, Ahmed Abdel-Mon'im, Du'a Allain, Khalid
Shibl, Mohamed El-Husseini, Tamer Nusafr, Shayma' Sha'lan, Wisani
�1-Digwi, Imad Barakat, Midhat Attallah, and Mustafa Mahdi.
As usual, the technical staff of Al-Hanager and its manager and
.artistic-director, Hoda Wasfi, gave the new artists generous assistance
and caring support, proving once more that to start right is to start at
AI-Hanager.
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the quality of "his" voice. Curiously, it is never applied to women or
used with a feminine declension; the reason, perhaps, is that acts which
rated as khalbasa, whether in acting or real life, were restricted to the
public sphere and, therefore, performed or committed solely by men.
In the course of his research into indigenous forms of popular
entertainment and theatrical phenomena in Egypt, playwright Salwa
Mohamed Ali (who by the way is the nephew of the famous writer and
dramatist Yussefldris) stumbled upon El-khalabees

and was

intrigued by descriptions of their performances. As an experiment, he
decided to revive their art and enlistec:I the help of Abdel Rahman
El-Shaf'i - a talented and seasoned theatre director who has dedicated
his whole life to the folk performing arts, and a master craftsman
with a wonderful knack for infusing his work, however complex and
sophisticated, with a disarming feel of sponatneity and raw, even crude
vitality.
For material, Ali scoured the countryside in the company of his
twin brother, composer Shukry Mursi, in search of stories, tunes and
lyrics. In Kafr El-Shurafa, a small village near the Mohamed Ali
barrages, he found two old legends which captured his imagination.
The first tells how once upon a time all the males in the village
performed the Friday prayers on a Wednesday for some mysterious
reason. Like that other famous story which tells how the population of
the town of Zaqaziq upon hearing that the train was going to pass
though their town for the first time decided to invite 'him' to lunch, the
Kafr El-Shurafa legend is generally regarded by the locals as a bad,
offensive joke and a slur on their reputation. By questioning the village
elders, Ali discovered that the reason behind those untimely Friday
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housekeeper against that vast, dark void triggered a sharp sense of
deep, .mysterious sorrow and anxiety. Perched on the edge of eternity
or nothingness they seemed. The terror and exhilaration of his image of
the universe, its superficial security and stableness and real
insignificance and hazardous contingency were made a tangible, searing
reality on stage. Hovering on the edges of that seemingly vast,
shadowy, ambiguous space, like a subliminal vision of Galileo's truth,
or our vision of the haunting and teasingly elusive beautiful, good and
just, was Mirette Michel, in her white grown and graceful,
ethereal wanderings. Instead of the last scene of the play, which
shows Andrea outwitting the border guards and smuggling his
professor's manuscript out of Italy-the positive note on which the
play ends-we see Mirette guiding the great scientist along a path
paved with light into the dark distance, towards the screen where the
craft named after him is seen circling Jupiter.
For a first venture in directing, Tarek El-Deweri's sense of rhythm
and feeling for motion, tone and colour are truly amazing. Long
conversational scenes were cut into what looked "like film shots by his
dexterous manipulation of movement and lighting. All his omissions
were wisely calculated and compensated for. The ball scene at
Ballarmin's house was transformed, in a concrete visual metaphor, into
a surrealistic chess game, with a larger than life board and pieces. As
the dancers barged in and out, the sinister conversation, highlighting the
points of most dramatic interest, was punctuated by moving the �hess
. pieces with the sound of gunshot.
But more amazing than anything else, was El-Deweri's
orchestration of the actors. To persuade a master like Sarni Abdel----------- 405 -----------

El-Ansari, dressed in a skin-tight, low-cut black blouse and a long,
copper-tan ragged skirt, seemed as if she had sprung fresh out of
Lorca's Granada. She wore a savage, feral look and paced the stage like
a caged she-leopard. Her words came out in sudden bursts as if tom out
of her guts and her black eyes simmered with a burning rage. Her final,
virulent spout of cursing rendered her strangely pathetic and her last
words, "there is no way for us except by the devil", seemed to
transfigure her from a common country girl to the saintly. Maid of
Orleans.
Caryl Churchill obviously had Jeanne d'Arc in mind and the whole
play could be regarded as a slanted, saucy, ironical variation on the
theme, charged with a suitable dose of hysteria, reminiscent of Arthur
Miller's Crucible. Alice's blasphemous declaration at the end, her
mother's fabricated confession of unholy practices, hurled defiantly
with curses in the face of the witch-hunter, the herbal healer's
dignified surrender (impressively played by Maysa El-Rifa'i, in the
spirit of an inscrutable Delphic oracle), and even Susan's humiliating
embracing of guilt - all are bitter variations on the theme of
martyrdom, exposing its obverse, feminist side.
Intelligently, Caroline Khalil captured the mood, and message of the
play and opted rightly for half-tones. The earthy, muted colours of the
costumes (craftily manipulated to create many a telling irony,. like
dressing the really wicked woman in ethereal blue and white and her
unmanly husband in off-blue and dusty brown) together with the
austerely bare, straw-strewn set and clean, .frugal lighting were a visual
treat. The music too, strummed on a live guitar, with .the help of an
amplifier, partook of the general constrained dignity of the show.
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conflict is translated into a competition between the arts of the East and
West. Though heavily derivative - almost a pale copy of Intisar Abdul
Fattah's memorable 1986 Darabukka, minus Intisar's stunning musical
inventiveness and inspired manipulation of ancient and popular ritual Mr. Zarzaur has provided Murad Abdalla with the necessary space to
display his versatility as actor, dancer, clown and musician. Born into
the National Egyptian Circus, to one of its founding masters, he seems
to have imbibed from early childhood all the basic arts of performance,
together with the skill of holding an audience spellbound. His studies of
French Jiterature at Cairo University has given him polish and
sophistication, but without eroding that feel of warm earthiness,
dangerous audacity and bawdy defiance typical of the authentic circus
clown. To watch him fencing with the graceful, elegant Dina, a student
of Greek and Latin at the same university, was such a joyful treat, such
a heart-warming experience, it swept me along, making me forget all
the drawbacks of the show�
Of the new crop of young talents I have spotted lately, I cannot fail
to mention director Amr Qabeel who, with his independent Hamsa
(Whisper) theatre group managed to scoop the award for best
performance in Arabic of a Moliere play in the recent Moliere Festival
held by the French Cultural Centre in Cairo with their production of Le
Malade Imaginaire. Performed like a cartoon strip, with interludes by
two clowns and plenty of topical allusions performed in the style of
burlesque which brought Moliere closer to us that we could have
possibly th�ught, that production was the real debut of that young and
brave new independent group and held a lot of promise for the future.
With so much youthful theatrical effervescence, it would be a sin to feel
gloomy.
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status. In Dina Amin's Illusion Circle (a triple bill of three short plays
by Alfred Farag at Wikalat Al-Ghouri), one of the plays, The End of the
Road, is a dramatic monologue delivered by a mad woman tied to a

stake - _a woman who had been physically abused and battered out of
her wits by her husband and ended up killing him. Catherine Hayes's
searing Skirmishes, at Yusef Idris hall in Al-Salam theatre (translated
and sensitively directed by Hanaa Abdul Fattah and superbly acted by
Magda El-Khateen, Lobna Mahmoud and Safaa El-Tookhi), presents
three women in crisis, trying to cope and come to terms with loneliness,
desertion, disillusionment, emotional deprivation, the ravages of time
and death. The live music - piano, clarinet and como - composed by
Intisar Abdul Fattah, together with the fascinatingly vivid reproduction
of a typical sick room in the set, make this production an unforgettable
experience.
Music, dance and poetry is the material out of which both Intisar
Abdul Fattah (in his 0, Supple Branch with a Golden Wreaih) and
Maher Sabri (in his The Harem) weave their images of women's
hopes, fears and frustrations. I have not yet seen a complete rehearsal
of Sabry's work, but the poems he composed for it are very graphic
and deeply stirring. Interestingly, the lead dancer in both shows is the
same and she performs competently in both. This is not surprising since
Sabry and Abdul Fattah explore the same artistic terrain.
Two more plays about women are Aunt Safiyya and the Monastery
(a production of Al-Hanager Centre based on a novel by Bahaa Taher
and dir�cted by Naser Abdul Mon'im) and Sa'id Soliman's Variations
on a Folk Tale (also adapted from a novel by Hassan Ahmad Hassan
and produced by El-Tali'a). By a curious coincidence, both are set in
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Their adaptation of Georges Schehadé's The Emigrant from Brisbane
in which the setting was transposed to Palestine was a good specimen
of the company's work. Proficient acting, efficient use of
space, imaginative evocation of atmosphere and states of mind
through movement and lighting, serious topics, a lavish use of humour
and local colour, and a tendency to cut deeper than the conventional
surface of things and provoke reactions other than laughter define
its style and explain its wide popular appeal. The ordinary life of
simple Palestinians is vividly portrayed without sentimentality or false
heroics. Racked by suspicion and tom between greed and honour, the
village men who are told that one of their women (who is not
named) once had an illegitimate child by a man who after years
abroad has died - leaving the child a fortune - are alternately
repellently brutal, ridiculously befuddled and endearingly weak and
pathetic.
Equally vigorous and emotionally robust was Abu Arab Trapped in
the Comer - a one-man show, improvised and performed by Ali Abu
Yassin of Al-Bayader Troupe in Palestine. In the style of a hakawati, or
itinerant story-teller, Yassin gave us a strong and pungent taste of the
reality of daily life in Gaza as experienced by a simple Palestinian
worker _trying to survive. The narrative is episodic, anecdotal, and
interspersed with sardonic remarks, satirical comments, and topical
jokes. Like all good hakawatis, Yassin has a strong presence, ready
wit� a talent for mimickry and the ability to engage the audience actively

in the show. This last trait reached a peak at the end when the actor
walked up to the audience and said: "Look, I don't know how to end
this play. We tried one version in which the worker decides not to
cross into Israel to find work and we were bitterly criticized for not
being realistic and accused of stigmatizing the thousands of
Palestinians who earn their living in Israel. So we changed it, and
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the worker went to Israel; but the intellectuals objected. 'Better starve
than compromise', they said. Now, I leave it to you to end it the way
you like." Given with such stark directness and urgency, the problem
puts the audience, rather than Abu Arab, in a difficult corner.
Palestinian daily life featured once more in the Jerusalem-based
Theatre Day Productions revival of Sa'dalla Wannus's The Glass Cafe
but in a grotesque,. metaphoric vein. The tomb-like cafe, with its
ghostly visitors, demented clients, and eternal routine of backgammon,
insect-hunting and coffee-drinking, ruthlessly exposes the apathy,
cowardice, indifference, futility, and blind self-involvement of its
inhabitants and ends with an apocalyptic prophecy of disaster. Palestine
was also the theme of the Tunisian Looking for Aida, written and acted
by Jalila Baccar and directed by Fadhel Jaibi, with the accent this time
on al-Naqba and the experience of the Palestinian diaspora. But despite
the lyrical, elegiac mood (which moved some to tears), Baccar's
overpowering presence, touching sincerity, masterful control of tone
and refined economy of expression, and notwithstanding Jaibi's
sophisticated mise-en-scene and subtle use of lighting, many, including
Palestinians, found this monodrama embarrassingly simplistic,
uncomfortably sentimental, ·cliché-ridden and facilely romantic. A
cathartic script which romanticizes Palestine out of existence is how I
describe it.

Dictatorship, tyranny and oppression·came second on the agenda of
_Arab shows, providing the theme of the ramblfog, bombastic and
coarsely self-indulgent Jordanian Dreams. of Sheherazade, the.
figurati_
v ely complex and passionately outspoken Iraqi Hollow Men,
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Cost Breakdown for "Now or Never" Productions :
P_lay
1) Fire-Raisers

2) Marionette
3) Memory of Rhythm
4) Diamond Fragments

5) The Harem
6) Xtravaganza
1) Engagement Ring Auction

8) Dreams of '99
9) lspahan

10) The Committee
Total Costs
Incidentals & Emergencies
Grand Total

Company
Alternative
Atelier
Caravan
Light
Maraia
Modern Dance
Movement
Rebellion
Sharpnel
Temple

Cost (in L.B.)
8,000
10,000
8,000
8,000
9,000
10,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
5,000
83,000
2,000
85,000
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Maher, Michael
378-9
nd
Claquette, 2 Time
379
Mahfouz, Maysoon
72
Mahmoud, Lobna
432
Mahmoud, Osama
62
Mahmoud, Zein
98, 105
Mahran, Sameh
345-6, 348-59
The Boatman
348-51
470

Dooditello
Khafyet Qamar
The Necklace and the Bracelet
The Seven Days of Man
Malpede, Karen
Mansor, Karim
Mansour, Karima
Passages
Marranca, Bonnie
Masoud, Mohamed
Marx, Karl
Marzouk, Walid
Medhat, Sarah
Mekkawi, Sa’d
The Art of Dying
Merchant, Vivien
Metwally, Mohamed
Michel, Mirette
Miller, Arthur
The Crucible
Minelli, Liza
Mis’ad, Gamal
Miselhi, Moshen
Elli Bana Masr (He Who
Built Egypt)
Moatassem, Mahmoud
Mohamed, Doaa
Mohamed, Mansour
The Game
Mohamed, Walaa
Moheiddin, Sherif
Mohsen, Basant
Moliere
L’Avare
471

353
345-6
345
345
39-40, 42, 52, 296
368
79
76
141-2
167
120
255-6
239
61
207
202, 206, 208, 226
278, 405
211-5, 219, 324, 418
318
105

153,161
317
317
291
291, 347
317
239
323
165
165-7

Le malade imaginaire
Mon’im, Naser Abdul
Monteverdi, Claudio
Motaleb, Marw a
Moussa, Mustafa
Moussa, Nora
Mrozek, Slawomir
Out at Sea
Mubaral, Nada
Munib, Mary
Murad, Nida’ Abu
Mursi, Ahmed
Mursi, Shukry
Mustafa, Sa’id
Mutaweh, Karam
Mu’ti, Mohamed Abdel
Carnival 2002
Nabil, Zuzu
Naga, Khalid Abul
Nagui, Mohamed
Naguib, Amina
Naqqash, Maron
Al-Bakheel
Abu al-Hasan the Dupe (Abu
al-Hasam al-Mughaffal)
Naqqash, Nicola
Naqqash, Selim
Nassar, Mohamed
Nassar, Zein
Nazmi, Hadeel
Neseem, Joseph
Nigm, Omar
Niseem, Mahmoud
Deer pasture
472

425
432
204
317
125
317
444
365
322
276
195
394-397
368
17
62
321
363
345
317
165-6
165,167
166-7
165-6
166
217
395
129
378
44
384

The Room
Nofal, Mahmoud
Nusair, Tamer
O’Brien, Edna
Virginia
Olivier, Laurence
Papa, Velia
Phillip, Midhat
Pinter, Harold
The Dumb Waiter
The Lover
The Room
Mountain Language
Old Times
Pirandello, Luigi
Six Characters in Search of
an Author
Pollock, Griselda
Price, Mona
Pushkin, Aleksander
Salieri and Mozart
Qabeel, Amr
Qabil, Sa’id
Qandil, Ihav
Qanoon, Izz Eddin
Qasim, Abdel-Hakim
Quddus, Ishan Abdul
Cul-de-sac
Raafat, Khaled
Ragab, Sayed
Rahman, Ahmed Abdel
Ramadan, Mayar
Rame, Franca
Rateb, Gamil

384
250
391
261-2
261, 273
233, 239
56
378, 380
94
208
208
384
150, 159
207-9, 215

273
324-5
313
412-14
425
129
128
439
345
321-2
125, 129
95 ,98, 125
125
417
94
201
473

Rathbone, Christopher
Refaat, Ahmed
Renne, Claudia
Rose, Melanie Sandra
Rushdi, Fatma
Sabah
Saboor, Mu'taza Abdul
Saboor, Salah Abdul
Night Traveller
Sabri, Maher
The Harem
Sackville-West, Vita
Sa’d, Saleh
Sa’id, Dina
Sa’id, Nermeen
Said, Tamer
Sa’id, Tariq

279
317
78
72
117
321
214
129, 385
379
41, 202 ,206, 295, 300
42, 295, 300, 432
209
75
424, 426
369
230
26-7, 184,
187-192,263,300
190
368
415
43-4
317
396

Passers-by
Sa’id, Zeinab
Sajdi, Dana
Salaheddin, Nadir
Salama, Fathi
Saleh, Rushdi
Salem, Ali
You Who Killed the Beast
Saleh, Ahmed Rushdi
Saleh, Arwa
Salmawy, Mohamed
Come Back Tomorrow
Next in Line
Sami, Nader
Salim, Tahani
Samir, Ahmed

234, 235
195
386
149
158
331, 337
78
317
474

Sarhan, Khaled
Sarhan, Samir
A King Looking for a Job
Sartre, Jean-Paul
Huis clos
Sayed, Ahmad
Schechner, Richard
Schehadé, Georges
The Emigrant from Brisbane
Schönberg-Boublil
Les Miserables
Selaiha, Sanaa
Selim, Abdel-Moneim
Selim, Mustafa
Shadi, Ali Abu
Shafik, Sayed
Shafiq, Mohamed
Shahin, Mohamed
Shakespeare, William
As You Like It
Hamlet
King Lear
Macbeth
A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Othello
Romeo and Juliet
Titus Andronicus
Sha’lan, Shayma’
Shams, hmed
Shaqueer, Salah
Shawqi, Ihab
Sherwood, John
475

390
48, 50, 59
149
269, 271, 423, 427
164
312
442
50-1
261
148
168
248
276
77
369
354, 356-9
293
157, 161, 163, 173, 176, 359
218
157,161-2, 173, 176, 192,
324, 427
160, 175-9, 190-2
157, 162, 172, 176, 354,
357-9
157, 162, 173, 176
233-40
391
391
49-50
363
384

Shibl, Khalid
Shihabeddin, Naguib
Shindi, Mohamed
Shousha, Beshir
Shousha, Hamada
Shuman, Mohamed
Sierz, Alexis
Sinatra, Frank
Sirag, Rania
Smith, Maggie
Sobhi, Ihab
Soliman, Ayah
Soliman, Entesar
Soliman, Kamil

391
196
206
369
214 ,227, 282, 353-4
406
246
277
256
263
187
414
414
334

Soliman, Sa’id
Mr. Zarzour
Variations on a Folk Tale
Sophocles
Oedipus Rex
Sorour, Naguib
The End of the Journey
Sterne, Laurence
Tristram Shandy
Stillmark, Alexander
Strauss, Botho
Of Time and the Room
Strindberg, August
The Dance of Death
The Stronger
Subhi, Sherif
Subhi, Mohamed
Suliman, Sa’id
Arabian Spectacle

424
432
243
120
57
222-5
78
273
119, 125, 133
410-4
356, 416
378
26
27
476

Sa’d El-Yateem (Sa’d,
the Orphan)
Su’ood, Mohamed Abdul

31
201-4, 208-19, 226-40,
295,300
26-7, 204
201-4, 216
203-4
229-31, 301
413

The Blind
Briaska II
Deir Gabal El-Teir
Meta-Phaedra
Suwelam, Ashraf
Synge, John Millington
Ricers to the Sea
Taher, Bahaa
Takla, Ndia Shakir

123
432
375

Tawfiq, Khalid
Blue Dreams
Tulaymat. Zaki
Tutin, Dorothy
Urquhart, David
Vilenica, Ana
Stitches on the Concrete
Varley, Julia
Wahba, Saadeddin
Nightmares Backstage
Wahid, Amr
Wannus, Sa’dalla
The Glass Café
Wasfi, Hoda

64
167
207
166
79
78
27, 79
247
365
443
27, 51, 60, 91, 160, 206, 211
226, 307, 346, 406
292

Weill, Kurt
Weiss, Peter
Marat/Sade
Williams, Tennessee
Woolf, Virginia

119, 124-5, 133, 168
415
261
477

Yacoot, Gamal
Yamani, Ahmed
Yassin, Ali Abu
Abu Arab Trapped in the Corner
Yehya, Asmaa
Yehya, Effat
Sahrawiya (Desertscape I)
Desertscape II
Les Rythmes de la Memoire
Le Tobogan
Youssef, Manal
Yusef, Hanan
Yusef, Mohamed Abu
Yusef, Ziad
Zaka, Maysa
Zaytoun, Minha
Zeami

478

61
202, 206
442
178
28, 74, 261-83, 300
268, 274, 334, 367
273-4
276-81
276, 281-3
210
98, 197
227
237
44-5, 269, 334
197
312

Yusef, Ziad
Zaka, Maysa
Zaytoun, Minha
Zeami

237
44-5, 269, 334
197
312

479
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Q MGPSiQFSGPSNBODFwSFBEiQFSGPSNBODFTw
Q MGPSiEFGFOFEFEwSFBEiEFGFOEFEw
Q MGPSiNBHJDLwSFBEiNBHJD
Q MGPSiQSJOUFSTwSFBEi1JOUFSTw
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